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Although I am fully convinced of the truth of the
views given in this volume…, I by no means expect to
convince experienced naturalists whose minds are stocked
with a multitude of facts all viewed during a long course of
years, from a point of view directly opposite mine. …(B)ut I
look with confidence to the future – to young and rising
naturalists, who will be able to view both sides of the
question with impartiality.
Charles Darwin
Origin of Species

…how an individual invents a new way of giving order to
data now all assembled must here remain inscrutable and
may be permanently so… Almost always the men who
achieve these fundamental inventions of new paradigm
have either been very young or very new to the field whose
paradigm they change… (they) are particularly likely to
see that those rules no longer define a playable game and
to conceive another set that can replace them.
Thomas Kuhn
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one
that heralds new discoveries, is not 'Eureka!' but 'That's
funny...’
Isaac Asimov
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The reasonable man adapts himself to the world;
the unreasonable one persists in trying to adapt the world
to himself.
Therefore all progress depends on the
unreasonable man.
George Bernard Shaw

If we were still listening to scientists we’d still be on
the ground.
The Wright Brothers
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One

Information

The

single cell of a zygote becomes the seventy-five
trillion cells of a human being. It is not so amazing that a
single cell is able to multiply to this extent, because only
about fifty cell doublings will produce an increase this
large. It is amazing that the relative simplicity of one cell
can lead to the staggering complexity of a human being,
and it succeeds in roughly the same way virtually every
time. The mechanisms for doing this are contained in the
first cell. They include components of organic computers
and all of the genetic information needed to pull it off. One
other important ingredient is required. The first cell must
have a set of rules that it can follow to complete its task.
Genetic information is complex. Understanding it
is complex also, a mixture of biology, computer science,
information theory, chemistry, physics, geometry,
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statistics, and not least of all philosophy. Despite the
difficulties involved, it is useful to imagine the essence of
genetic information. It is fun to imagine what it is, and
how it might operate within the infinite intrigue of life.
Ask yourself, what is an understanding of anything, if not
imagination?
The digital computer as a research tool has changed
our understanding of physical reality, and it has also
changed our ability to contemplate genetic information.
An entirely new field called bioinformatics has emerged as
an academic synthesis of life and computers. Today’s
sophisticated computer science, together with a fresh
mountain of genetic data, presents a playground for our
imaginations, ripe with opportunities for bold new
scientific discovery. Computers and genes will forever be
linked, at least historically, because many basics of genetic
information were first discovered in the 1950’s at the same
time that ENIAC was built. Electronic computing power
wasn’t sufficient during that period to make any
contribution to biology. It did, however, make a huge
contribution as a metaphor.
By the end of the 1970’s, the genetic database had
grown barely large enough to be interesting, but digital
computing powers were then just coming of age.
‘Supercomputers’ were still required to accomplish
meaningful work with genetic information. Today, the
genetic database is unfathomably large, well connected,
and accessible worldwide. Desktop computer technology
has the muscle to perform meaningful investigations, so
the beauty of life’s data is available to the masses. More
importantly, our understanding of, and our mastery with
computers has matured considerably. We no longer see
them as rooms full of whirling, blinking slabs of iron that
must be fed endless spools of paper tape. Tiny electronic
computers today are implanted in the human body to
control pain and seizures; they can monitor our rhythms
and drive our hearts. Computers today are smaller than
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any 1950’s science fiction writer imagined that a machine
would ever become, let alone a ‘thinking’ machine.
Computers today are programmed for complex behavior.
They perform as expert systems, or perfectly guide robotic
actions, including behaviors designed to cleverly simulate
the actions of a family pet. If not already, how long until
we imagine the emotions of an electronic brain? The lines
between life and computer are rapidly blurring at both
ends.
As a metaphor, the digital computer paints the
picture of life as a mysterious and clever system of
molecular information.
This metaphor of organic
computers involves storage, replication and translation of
genetic data. Life achieves this computational magic with
awe-inspiring efficiency and ingenuity.
Just as our
mastery of computer technology has advanced over the
decades, so should our computer metaphor of genetic
information.
Ironically, to advance this metaphoric
synthesis of life and high technology, we must not look
forward; we must look back in time to our intellectual
ancestors.
Once we open our minds to the idea that complex
populations of molecules can perform acts of logical
computation, we must then try to grasp the methods and
resources available to achieve these molecular feats.
Geometry is always a good place to look, and so it is not
surprising that the geometry of genetic storage played a
big historic role in the discovery of replication mechanisms.
Genetic information is stored in a precise geometric
pattern – a double helix – and this pattern then dictates
the rules of replication. Less obvious are the rules involved
in translating the information embedded in the structures
of DNA, let alone the scope of information within the
double helix. It is intuitive, however, that this information
will in some way be grounded in geometry.
Plato said that the dodecahedron is the cosmos. In
the Timaeus he named the five regular solids - fire, air,
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earth, water and then, “There remained a fifth
construction which God used for embroidering the
constellations on the whole heaven.” Leonardo da Vinci
lived almost two millennia after Plato, but he also studied
the geometry of polyhedra deeply,

His probing of these mystic shapes obviously colored
his opinions about life, as reflected in the following quote:
“Man has been called by the ancients a lesser world, and
indeed the term is rightly applied, seeing that man is
compounded of earth, water, air, and fire, this body of
earth is the same.” Da Vinci is specifically referring to the
names that Plato gave to regular polyhedra, and the
organic role they play in the body of man. Da Vinci’s
inventiveness, and his intuitive engineering genius are
famously prophetic - no less so here.
Twentieth century scientists have discovered quite
a bit about the numbers and shapes of the elements.
Although Plato was close, he was considerably off on a few
of his guesses. It is a tetrahedral matrix that defines
water, and the tetrahedron defines amino acids as well.
More interesting, biochemists have discovered a
dodecahedron at the heart of life. They have found it in
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the double helix of DNA. As far as life is concerned, Plato
was right: genetic information is the cosmos. It embroiders
the heavens. My intuition aligns with Plato and da Vinci,
and this is such good company that yours should too. I
strongly suspect that the fundamental rules of any
comprehensive code of translation for genetic information
will defer to Plato and his five perfect solids. Organic
computers can find many ingenious uses and several
information handling tricks for these perfect solids. The
awesome functions executed by organic computers will
likely involve many ingenious methods, not just a few.
Although it is commonly accepted that ‘The Genetic
Code’ is presently known, and therefore the fundamental
rules for some type of universal translation are also
known, this is false. In fact, nothing could be further from
the truth. Indeed, we know of a somewhat predictive
correlation between levels of translation - between a few
limited sets of small organic molecules in selected
organisms. We do not even know everything there is to
know about this level, despite hyperbole to the contrary.
Moreover, we have so far failed to identify the
relationships between, and the multi-dimensional
meanings in vastly larger, more informative molecular
sets. We are far from able to recognize all of the genetic
information stored in the double helix - undeniably. We
are also unable to interpret or explain the detailed
patterns of genetic information spread across past, current
and future life in the universe. Much of this confusion is
caused by a failure to define terms. Although key terms
were initially defined in biology, our knowledge has now
outstripped our definitions.
There are many usages of the terms ‘genetic’ and
‘code’ and there are many casually accepted ways to
combine the two. Although there is no official definition of
anything that can reasonably be called the genetic code,
this label over time has been applied to a variety of general
and specific concepts, causing a huge element of confusion.
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Terms absolutely must be defined, especially central terms,
and they no longer are. Most of the key terms today are
bastardized, squishy, amoeboid and evolving. The most
widely accepted usage of ‘the genetic code’ relates to
translation of nucleotides into amino acids; however, even
an accurate definition regarding this function is lacking
from the dictionaries, textbooks and literature.
Understandably, the minds of investigators are out of sync
on this issue, and many other issues will suffer as a
consequence. I mostly get my terms from Webster, but
science has a way of mutilating common parlance. As
theories and ideas evolve, vestigial terms, like the shells of
hermit crabs, become inhabited by the animus of new
meaning.
The term ‘genetic’ is used here to mean: Of,
relating to, or influenced by the origin or development of
something. The term ‘code’ is used here to mean: A
systematically arranged and comprehensive collection of
rules. ‘The Genetic Code’ could therefore reasonably apply
to anything that fairly describes:
A systematically
arranged and comprehensive collection of rules relating to
the origin and development of living organisms. I have let
it somewhat out of its classical cage. For the term to be of
any use, other than nostalgia, the genetic code must
somehow operate on genetic information to animate living
things.
We have been told explicitly for decades that the
genetic code has been broken, and our expectations have
quite understandably soared. Yet the term ‘genetic code’
remains poorly defined by science, much less broken.
Theoretically, we should at least be able to make proteins
de novo with the genetic code that we supposedly have
broken, but yet we cannot.
The unreasonably high
expectations caused by the hyperbole of what we actually
know have apparently not been met in our quest to learn
nature’s expanded secrets behind her codes of organic
translation.
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Our thinking about the genetic code has, over the
decades, become more detailed but progressively more
confused. Models of the code are woefully inadequate, and
the languages used to describe them are extraordinarily
self-contradictory.
I am now convinced that science
actually has no working paradigm for a consistent
exploration of genetic information. I am equally convinced
that most people have failed to realize this. Heck, why
should they? It was announced long ago that the genetic
code had been captured, and this mis-truth has been
repeated so many times that people truly believe that the
genetic code is leading a peaceful existence in captivity,
inside tiny spreadsheets, stored in millions of textbooks
around the world. It is embarrassing, but the most honest
answer to the question of what the genetic code really is, is
that we really don’t know. Anything short of this would be
‘drinking the cool-aide.’
We might call something ‘The Genetic Code’ but it
does not make it real. Our label and perception of it are
necessarily artifacts of the human mind. They are working
tools made of the material of the mind, for use by the
material of the mind. Most people tend to forget this, and
they confuse the issue further when they associate DNA
with the genetic code. From here it is easy to confuse
progress in studying the former as an understanding of the
latter. DNA is a component of the code, but it is not the
code. Sequencing genomes and understanding codes are
decidedly different activities. One is data collection, and
the other is data interpretation.
A broader, more robust, multi-disciplinary approach
is called for.
Biologists must team with physicists,
mathematicians, computer jocks and philosophers to
advance the cause. The emperor today is quite naked, so I
propose, throughout these pages, bits and pieces of cloth, a
more general paradigm, a model of the genetic code that I
call the Rafiki code. I have no illusions of ‘breaking the
code’ myself, and in fact I do not pretend to actually
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propose a new comprehensive genetic code here. This, I
think, is impossible. I am proposing something far more
useful, but far more dangerous. I am proposing that we
shift our paradigms of genetic information and the codes
used to translate it. A paradigm shift in science, like
religion, is usually an ugly, protracted, name-calling
endeavor. Therefore, short of that, I hope to accomplish
several things:
•

Examine the terms currently in use and ask if they
are well defined, appropriate and useful.

•

Explore a general framework, or paradigm for
genetic information that can tie together seemingly
disparate observations from separate fields.

•

Introduce new concepts, models and investigative
tools that can serve as platforms for speculation and
further model development.

Mostly, I am issuing an open invitation to all
interested parties: Join the fun. There is a gigantic,
important and fascinating puzzle of nature yet to be solved.
It will likely take a collective imagination to solve it, and
you never know who might be the one to add a new piece.
Discovery of the double helix coincided with the
introduction of information theory and the dawn of the
information age. With them came an explosion of digital
computing technology. Broad parallels between organic
and digital computers are striking, but the two systems of
computation quickly diverge on their details. Computer
metaphors of genetic information are useful, but care must
be taken in using them. It is helpful to remember that
human native languages inform our thinking, but more
often they are apt to misinform our ideas of nature’s
complex phenomena.
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Life is a complex adaptive system rivaled by no
artificial system of digital computation. Although it is
valid to draw parallels between the two, it is also essential
to meticulously highlight the differences. Most genetic
metaphors suffer on this score from a sloppy application of
native languages. For instance, all digital systems might
be called one-dimensional in the sense that they process
information in symbolic binary strings.
Digital
computations require that information be reduced to these
symbolic strings of binary digits. Storage and processing
can be carried out in this single format because the digital
computer is a linear finite state device. It is dependant on
the precise state of the device at each step in the process,
and every possible state of the device can be reduced to and
completely represented by a string of zeros and ones. I see
digital computers in this way as sequential, onedimensional, dynamic mappings of logical relationships.
Furthermore, computations are done in digital systems at
discrete points by things known as data processors.
Strings and data processors of sorts exist in organic
computers, but they have a vast number of informative
dimensions, not just one. The genetic code has famously
come to also be labeled as one-dimensional, but this is a
sloppy use of native language that misinforms our
thinking. Genetic information is never reduced to a single
format or processed in a single dimension. Nothing about
genetic information comes close to one-dimensional. The
all-too-familiar ‘linear model’ of the genetic code was
proposed many decades ago, but its validity remains to be
demonstrated, and many of its original premises have
already been disproved.
The term ‘linear’ with respect to the genetic code
could be interpreted in several different ways.
The
nucleotides in DNA tend to ‘line-up’, but in this sense it is
more appropriate to use the word ‘sequential’. DNA and
all other molecular forms of information should not be
considered as well-behaved sequences of points that form
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lines, but rather as mischievous sequences of shapes that
form other shapes.
Alternately, a mathematical
relationship is considered linear when every input
produces one and only one output. Here again, this
description cannot be applied to the genetic code. It is not
clear to me what one means when they describe the genetic
code as linear and one-dimensional; none-the-less, this is
how it is often described.
Our unfortunate insistence on calling the genetic
code one-dimensional owes a good deal to the fact that
codon and amino acid correlations were discovered early in
investigations of genetic information. Each nucleotide
triplet, or codon, is mostly linked in protein translation to
one and only one amino acid in a peptide chain. It was
erroneously claimed that this was the only sort of
information that a codon could carry in translation.
Subsequent investigations have proven this to be
completely false, and the idea of a one-dimensional codon is
now untenable, yet the “linear” philosophical doctrine
marches on with nary a question to its validity.
The most detrimental effect of using the terms
linear and one-dimensional in reference to the genetic code
is that an additional term - ‘simple’ - frequently gets tacked
on.
I invite anyone to demonstrate or explain the
simplicity of genetic information and genetic translation,
at any level. Attempts to do so would suggest a failure to
recognize that tiny portions of computer programs do not
make sense of the entire code. The portion of the genetic
code with which we are vaguely familiar is but a tiny
subset of the logic behind translation of genetic
information. They cannot be removed from the entire code
and retain their meaning. Any expectation of simplicity in
this, nature’s zenith of complexity, will have a low
probability of being met in reality.
Unfortunately, there are few if any competing
theories with which to compare the linear model. It is a
sparse, comfortable, yet highly imperfect model, but for all
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practical purposes it is the only model presently
considered. Here I attempt to define features that must be
addressed by any computational model of genetic
information, and with them we can question, examine,
support or invalidate general theories.
We start by
examining the terms used to describe an information
model. The most important term is also the most general
– information.
While working at Bell Labs in 1949, Claude
Shannon formally marked the launch of information theory
with his book titled “The Mathematical Theory of
Communication”. It came at a time when biochemistry
was blazing trails into genetics, so it was natural that
information theory played a huge role in forming the
discourse around the genetic code.
Information is a conceptual entity of the universe
that is gaining status with scientists in many areas.
Physicists and computer scientists are understandably
enamored with the idea that information is a physical
reality. Information as a universal entity is a mostly
mathematical construct, but information in our universe
really does seem to have a degree of independence from its
temporal physical embodiment. In this way it appears to
possess features like mass or energy. Just as potential
energy is easily translated into kinetic energy, information
can be translated from one form to another. We practice
this principle when we read and write, or speak to each
other. In this case information is encoded for travel in
vehicles that we call languages, and languages are at the
heart of information translation of all sorts. Languages
are codes of communication.
In a general sense, information travels in any
system that has a finite number of discrete choices, and it
is quantified by a metric known as a bit. This is a bit
confusing (pun intended) because the word ‘bit’ is also used
to describe a binary digit. Binary digits are merely
symbols; they are symbolic vessels that carry different
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amounts of information. The actual amount of information
carried by one binary digit will depend on a number of
things. Consider a thermometer. It is an instrument or
vessel used to measure temperature, and binary digits are
like the markings on the thermometer.
The value
announced by the markings on a thermometer stand for a
quantity of heat, but there is another measure to be
applied to the information provided by the instrument.
The value of knowing the measurement and the precision
of the measurement is different from the markings of a
scale. Heat is heat, but we can have various amounts of
information about it. For instance, just knowing whether
something is hot or cold provides one bit of information.
Knowing the heat in a system with four possible
temperatures provides two bits of information.
It is true that a random binary digit contains one
bit of information, but it is not true that a binary digit and
one bit of information are synonymous. Anyone familiar
with digital compression will recognize this difference. For
instance, a digital image stored in one million bits of
computer memory might easily yield to compression, and
the information required to visually describe the exact
same image in two different systems might be compressed
into, say, one thousand bits of data. This means that each
bit in the original image contains only about 1/1000 of a bit
of visual information.
Of course, realizing this
compression windfall requires knowledge of an encoding
schema. It also requires that we find patterns in the data.
Most significantly, it requires awareness of the system
making and displaying the various potential forms of
information contained by the original bits.
There is a big catch. There might be additional
dimensions of information beyond just visual data
contained in a file storing a digital image. This then
requires creative exercises in defining the quantities, forms
and dimensions in various information systems. For
instance, a secret text message, “attack at dawn!” might be
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cleverly encrypted in the hypothetical digital image just
described. In this case, there are two dimensions of
information contained in the image, and one of them is in
danger of being missed. The actual information content of
each bit might decrease significantly by overlooking
informative dimensions and using a careless compression
scheme. Our ignorance of the encrypted text message
within the image data very well might cause us to
unknowingly throw out valuable information when we
compress the original file.
There are several useful techniques we can use to
identify the content and form that a quantity of
information might take.
It is bittersweet that the
information identified by many of these techniques has
been given the name ‘entropy’ (H), because, of course,
entropy has another meaning in physics as well. The two
concepts are very similar, statistical concepts, and perhaps
at a profound level they represent the same concept. My
intuition is that they do, but there is a real danger of
confusing the entropy of information with the entropy of
thermodynamics. Nonetheless, entropy is the name we
shall use here, and it will be a useful concept in our
examination of genetic information systems. To limit the
potential for confusion, I will use the term ‘entropy’ here
only in the context of information entropy.
In broad strokes, information entropy is a measure
of the value of knowledge. Specifically, it is the value of
knowing the precise choice made by a system given a
discrete number of choices. For instance, the entropy of
knowing the outcome of an honest coin toss is one bit,
because an honest coin toss is the epitome of one random
bit of information. The coin might land heads or tails with
equal probability. Knowledge of the actual outcome is
worth one bit of information. However, the uncertainty of
an honest coin toss is at a maximum. Conversely, a twoheaded coin lands heads every time, so the uncertainty and
therefore the entropy of any number of these absolutely
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rigged coin tosses are reduced to zero. We know the
results without even tossing the coin, so the value of
knowing them is nil. Similarly, if the coin is rigged
somehow with a probability of 75% heads, 25% tails, then
the entropy of knowing outcomes from this coin is
calculated to be 0.811 bits per toss. This curious value is
derived from the following formula provided us by
Shannon, where P(x) stands for the probability that x will
occur.

Therefore, entropy is embedded in the concept of
uncertainty. As previously described, it is no accident that
this formula resembles the formula for thermodynamic
entropy. Information entropy is the sum of uncertainties
of a finite state system existing in any potential state of
the system. As uncertainty changes, or the number of
potential states changes, so too changes the entropy of the
system. The challenge of measuring this in any system lies
in our ability to identify the number of potential states and
their probabilities.
This is generally how we shall
approach our efforts to quantify genetic information, and
in order to do this we will rely on some combinatoric
properties of discrete mathematics.
The following
definitions are quoted from the website of Wolfram
Research.
“Discrete Mathematics - The branch of mathematics
dealing with objects which can assume only certain
‘discrete’ values. Discrete objects can be characterized by
integers, whereas continuous objects require real numbers.
The study of how discrete objects combine with one another
and the probabilities of various outcomes is known as
combinatorics.”
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“Combinatorics - The branch of mathematics studying the
enumeration, combination, and permutation of sets of
elements and the mathematical relations which
characterize these properties.”

Two

Dimension

The most obvious difference between a digital computer
and an organic computer is that the former can be called
one-dimensional, and the latter clearly cannot. The digital
system deals exclusively with binary strings, but the
genetic system deals with, among other things, molecular
strings. Molecular strings are sequential polymers –
macromolecules - that represent some of the many
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dimensions of genetic information. Each can be seen as a
type of animated-floppy-disk of genetic data, and the
information contained in the string exists in many
dimensions as well. The beauty of molecular strings is
that they provide logical, molecular, spatial sequences that
can be leveraged in the time dimension.
Organic
computation always has a vital time element. With
molecular strings, information can undergo a stepwise
process of translation from one string to another. Each
string is a discrete form of information requiring its own
finite set of rules for translation.
Humans can easily convert a molecular string into a
binary string, but a molecule cannot, nor is it clear why it
ever would. Moreover, genetic systems expand information
beyond strings, into dimensions that cannot be as easily
quantified. Stepwise genetic translations visit many states
in many molecular forms, and none of them can be
removed from time or space, or from the total system. At
the very least, no single form of genetic information or
level of translation can be separated from the dimensions
of space and time in which it exists, whereas a binary
string easily can.
Some less intuitive molecular dimensions of genetic
information are contained in quantities, populations,
interactions, co-dynamics, proportions and concentrations
of various organic and inorganic molecules. With genetic
information, time is of the essence, and space is of the
essence as well. We can distinguish these sorts of ‘epistring’ information from the more obvious string
information, but we must take care not to consider it
‘epigenetic’ information. Organic data that is not strictly
carried in a molecular string can none-the-less still be
considered genetic. We will return to this issue shortly.
A particular molecule, hemoglobin for instance,
might exist in one of many potential states. Even in its
standard form it is an animated molecule that depends on
shape and mobility to perform its functions. But as any
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doctor can tell you, there is vital information in the
number of possible states, the probability of each state, and
the actual state of the entire molecular population at any
given time. Additionally, and more complex, there is
entropy in the temporal fluctuations of these molecular
states. The ontogeny of hemoglobin populations within an
organism is contained in genetic information, and the rules
of changing populations within changing environments
through time are somehow there as well.
Unfortunately, because of the staggering breadth
and complexity of these epi-string dimensions of genetic
information, we are precluded from examining the details
of these forms and dimensions here. However, we are able
to identify some numerical fundamentals of genetic
systems, and the dimensions of information contained
within many forms of molecular strings are presently not
that far from our grasp. We begin with a thumbnail
overview of a cell, and an outline of the master loop in a
genetic translation program.
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Figure 1

Do
Function DNA (Info)
Function mRNA (Info)
Function tRNA (Info)
Function Protein (Info)
Function Cell (Info)
Function Organism (Info)
Function Species (Info)
IF NOT SURVIVE (Info) THEN END

End Function
End Function
End Function
End Function
End Function
End Function
End Function
Loop
Master Loop
These are necessarily over-simplified diagrams to
help us build a structure for tracking information as a
genetic program processes it. Science must simplify to
enlighten. A more accurate map of the genetic code would
resemble a map of the worldwide web, with a riot of
interconnecting reversible arrows and overlapping
relationships. In mathematics this is known as graph
theory.
Each level in this master loop has an algorithm, or
set of rules that dictate which translations are done to
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which portions of the data. Each new dimension of data is
passed to the molecular forms at the next level. If we
consider that the program is given a certain amount of
information, INITIAL(Info), then we can see that the
information is processed in many forms before a value is
returned by the function SURVIVE(Info). If the value
returned by this function is TRUE then the loop continues.
If the value is FALSE then the loop terminates. We know
that every living thing on the planet has a record of
perfect, unbroken strings of ancestral TRUE values
returned by the function SURVIVE(Info). Therefore, the
data can be grouped on this criterion into a common set.
But beyond that it is difficult to imagine what the exact
nature, origin, or history of the data might be.
This is where we run into a sticky problem with our
definitions of two words: genetic and epigenetic.
Epigenesis is a process of successive differentiation, a form
of growth or development like adding layers to an onion.
Aristotle first described it, and it remains an important
concept today. The master loop of translation is well
defined by the term epigenesis, and this process is truly at
the heart of genetic translation. However, this observation
is insufficient to merit global replacement of the term
genetic with epigenetic. We would otherwise be forced to
discard the term genetic altogether in this discussion.
Note that the first division of a zygote begins a progressive
differentiation in an organism. An interpretation this
literal would mean that all further translation, the second
cellular division and all subsequent translation, including
mRNA transcription must be considered epigenetic. At the
very least we would need an arbitrary distinction, or
judgment call, drawing the line on the meaning of
‘successive differentiation.’ This is a false choice, and
making it has negative consequences. These semantics do
not provide ample reason to abandon the definition of
genetic, in my opinion.
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The prefix ‘epi’ means next to, apart from, outside
of, or surrounding. I will not confuse it with the concept of
multiple iterations, or recursions, because these
progressive translations are required in decompressing any
genetic message. From this standpoint, I will use the term
epigenetic to stand for anything that is apart from or
outside of something genetic. The irony is not lost on me
that although the hallmark of organic computation is
epigenesis, the term epigenetic will stand for that which is
outside genetic. Otherwise, we will need one rather
impotent genetic code, and thousands of tiny epigenetic
codes.
The word ‘epigenetic’ here is just innately
ambiguous. The following diagram will help us further
simplify and visualize the metaphor.

Figure 2
In a broad sense, DNA is data, the genetic code is a
processor, and the output is a value returned by the
function, SURVIVE(Info).
Each piece of data can
contribute to and be evaluated by its impact on the return
value of SURVIVE, but this is the highest level of
processing within an organism, and there are countless
billions of computations and translations for virtually all of
the parts of genetic information. Because there are vastly
more translation paths than possible return values, the
genetic code cannot even be close to linear at the highest
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interpretive level.
A changing and unknowable
environment obligates us to acknowledge this reality of
translation. In other words, despite our desire to believe
otherwise, there is no direct cause and effect or one-to-one
mapping at higher levels when shuffling any isolated part
of genetic information at lower levels. Specific changes in
information can change survival and many levels of
information in between, but they cannot do it when
removed from the context of the whole.
Genetic
information and its translation are context dependent.
In the most general possible sense, we could expand
the metaphor back through all time and across all living
things. However, this is not the common interpretation of
a genetic code metaphor. Science started its investigation
with a more extreme reduction and therefore an
oversimplified view of the process. Now a restricted slice is
taken from the program to stand for genetic translation.
Typically, several levels are compressed into one
metaphorical level, and they comprise a single dimension
of information for a single act of translation that we
commonly call ‘The Genetic Code’.

Function DNA (Info)
Function mRNA (Info)
Function tRNA (Info)
Function Protein (Info)
This paradigm has the undeniable advantage of
simplicity. All of the rules of translation from DNA to
protein can be considered in one small spreadsheet – a
simple, linear, one-dimensional genetic look-up table.
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Genetic Look-up Table
U

C

A

G

U
Phe
Phe
Leu
Leu
Leu
Leu
Leu
Leu
Ile
Ile
Ile
Met
Val
Val
Val
Val

C
Ser
Ser
Ser
Ser
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Thr
Thr
Thr
Thr
Ala
Ala
Ala
Ala

A
Tyr
Tyr
STOP
STOP
His
His
Gln
Gln
Asn
Asn
Lys
Lys
Asp
Asp
Glu
Glu

G
Cys
Cys
STOP
Trp
Arg
Arg
Arg
Arg
Ser
Ser
Arg
Arg
Gly
Gly
Gly
Gly

U

C
A
G
U
C
A
G
U
C
A
G
U
C
A
G

Table 1
It might turn out that all of the intermediate
translation functions cancel out in a single dimension to
leave us with this nifty approximation (in selected
organisms) but it is unlikely. In fact, I argue that it is
already disproved from many angles. Besides, the low
algorithmic complexity of this one-dimensional shortcut
ignores entire levels and the dimensions of information
they carry. It will therefore necessarily compress all of the
data from DNA into amino acid sequences, and it was
presumably already compressed to a fair degree before
finding its way into DNA. Compression of this sort is
always intellectually dangerous, because baby and
bathwater can sometimes resemble each other. Some
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microorganisms are known to use the same nucleotide
sequence in making different proteins – talk about
compression! There is no obvious need for a genetic
translation program in the real world to compress
information much further through these levels - unless
nature somehow provides no alternatives.
Philosophically, it seems that a genetic program
will benefit from preservation, or even expansion of
information in one form or another during these
translation steps. Furthermore, just by comparing the
shape of DNA to the shapes of proteins there appears to be
a need for rules of translation pertaining to spatial
information, and sadly no clues are given by this
spreadsheet. The exact rules must be located somewhere
in the compressed levels of the shortcut algorithm, but
prolonged searches have yet to find them. They never will.
In fact, the first guess made by scientists was that we don’t
need any spatial rules at all, that all the information
required during folding is somehow contained in this table.
The task of finding them here is a fool’s errand; it was
wishful thinking in the first place.
The spreadsheet could turn out to be a valid
simplification in restricted situations for some dimensions
of information, but it seems recklessly narrow as the basis
for a universal proclamation as ‘The Genetic Code’.
Regardless, it is clearly inadequate as a basis for more
robust understanding of genetic translation. Conversely, it
might turn out that this facile metaphorical compression is
actually harming our understanding of genetic translation.
Remarkably, high-level investigators have shown little
interest in even asking this question. The dogma is
tenaciously thick and definitely hardened around this one.
Granted, the familiar, one-dimensional metaphor is
widely cherished, but the terms commonly used to describe
and apply it are imprecise at best, and negligently
incorrect at worse. At the very least we should change its
label from ‘The Genetic Code’ to ‘a compressive shortcut
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map of codon and amino acid correlations in selected
organisms’. It isn’t such a glorious title, but completely
misleading is the pronoun ‘The’ in its current title. It
indicates that ‘the’ one and only genetic code is completely
contained in the spreadsheet, but we have discovered many
non-canonical spreadsheets, and we should perhaps either
number them (TGC1, TGC2… TGCx) or at least show
courtesy to schoolchildren and change ‘The’ to ‘A Genetic
Code’. More importantly, we already know that valuable
genetic information is missing from these spreadsheets,
and it is missing in the exact dimension that they are
meant to stand for, as well as many others. Consider the
following.

Figure 3
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This diagram is a shortcut symbolic representation
of translation steps for two nucleotide sequences, A and B,
into two distinctly different folded proteins.
Both
translations pass through a level of polypeptide known as
the primary sequence of amino acids. The spreadsheet
provides a fairly reliable sequence cipher, and so the onedimensional paradigm takes the bold step of saying that
primary sequence is synonymous with primary structure.
How do we know this? We take the next bold step and say
that since primary structure determines tertiary structure,
which is the ultimate shape of a folded protein, all we need
is the primary sequence. Proteins are all about shape, so
these are fantastic steps.
If nucleotide sequence A and B are identical, then
one should expect that both folded proteins will be
identical. However, this is rarely true in nature. More
interesting, if a nucleotide sequence change is made in a
single organism from A to B in which one codon, say for
leucine, is substituted with another codon also for leucine,
then the primary sequence will not change. These are
called synonymous codons, and this sequence mutation is
called a silent mutation. It is considered silent because the
change presumably cannot be heard within the language.
Several studies have shown that this premise is absolutely
false. Identical primary sequences after silent mutations
can consistently lead to different folded proteins. These
folded proteins have different enzymatic properties, and
enzymes are high-level components of organic computers they process information at levels well beyond string
formation. The explanation for this must be found in the
spreadsheet if it is to serve as the code for turning DNA
into protein.
Apart from folded proteins, silent mutations have
demonstrated profound influence on translation of genetic
information in many ways, including rate of translation,
translation fidelity, signal peptide function, and the rules
for splicing and amplification. Therefore, regardless of the
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mechanisms, the information contained in a single codon
goes well beyond the primary sequence of amino acids.
Silent mutations have been shown to significantly affect
the competitive dynamics in natural selection, and they
have even been implicated in human diseases, such as
Hirschsprung disease and medullary thyroid carcinoma.
In other words, a ‘silent mutation’ can certainly change the
value returned at the highest level of translation,
SURVIVE(Info). If this is silence, I’d hate to hear a really
loud noise.
None of these findings are anticipated by, or
explainable within a one-dimensional model. The theory of
a genetic code with a single dimension of information
translated across many levels of organic molecules should
be in severe crisis by these discoveries, but yet we chose to
cling tightly to it. Why?
More to the point, it was an overly optimistic,
grandiose rush to judgment when the title ‘The Genetic
Code’ was first applied to the codon map. We might choose
to call it such, but it is a gross misnomer none-the-less. By
now we should clearly recognize that no human is familiar
with any such code of translation on virtually any level.
Perhaps man has glimpsed a few faulty lines of code, but
despite great scientific strides, the logic behind the entire
genetic program remains unarguably hidden from our
view. Genetic information is far more complex than our
present ability to study it. We certainly should not claim
to have cracked the genetic code, and we will surely benefit
in the future by speaking in terms of multi-dimensional
translation, across entire programs, and throughout time.
These are not trivial semantics, because our historically
loose choice of terms, and our inability to even partially
define them has had a dramatic, counterproductive impact
on our thinking. We have a map of codon information in
one dimension, and we should consider it as such. Nothing
more. Even at that, it is flawed.
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I have asked dozens of working scientists, scoured
numerous references, and I have yet to be given an
appropriate, useful definition of the genetic code.
Definitions, by definition, are whatever we say they are.
It’s like the price of gold, it’s not the inherent value of the
metal, its whatever we’re willing to accept as a value. The
value of a definition should track with its value in
describing something in a useful way. On that score, I will
share, in my opinion, the ‘best’ definition that I have found.
This definition comes from Horton’s Principles of
Biochemistry, Third Edition.
genetic code. The correspondence between a particular
three nucleotide codon and the amino acid it specifies. The
standard genetic code of 64 codons is used by almost all
organisms. The genetic code is used to translate the
sequence of nucleotides in mRNA into protein.
This is a most artful state-of-the-art definition. It
has one of the required appropriate qualifiers, and it
avoids the classic pitfalls of including words like universal,
linear, one-dimensional and simple, that are thrown
around with abandon elsewhere. But what does it really
tell us? It tells us that the genetic code is a map with only
one-dimension of information, that dimension being the
correlation between codons and amino acids. It says that
there are always sixty-four codons, which is probably
wrong, and it should stop there, because from there it
becomes even more misleading. The final sentence should
be replaced with another qualifier: The genetic code is part
of an unknown algorithm that living things somehow use to
make proteins. The standing definition here strongly
implies that the genetic code and nucleotide sequence
information - and nothing else – are all that is required in
making proteins. This is the stated rule, and of course
there are exceptions to every rule, but in this case the
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exception is the rule. We have yet to find even a single
case where the rule applies.
The reason that the definition is invalid is because
Da Vinci was right. Organic molecules are composites of
shapes, not lines of identities. Knowing the primary
sequence of amino acids has proven to be entirely different
from knowing the shape of a protein. Information in
addition to primary sequence must be brought to bear
during translation. We presently do not have these extra
dimensions of information, and we certainly do not have
the rules of their application during translation.
Predicting the primary sequence of a protein is
relatively easy, but predicting the shape of a folded protein
requires tremendous effort. We must compile gigantic
piles of data, which must then be thoroughly and creatively
massaged, and even still we have less than sterling results.
More curious, the best data for massage is nucleotide
sequence data, not amino acid sequence data. This implies
that the mysteriously missing information might also be
found somewhere in nucleotide sequences, more so than
amino acids.
Did we really expect it to be that simple? Consider
the problem on its face. DNA, for all intents and purposes,
is stored in a single changeless shape, whereas proteins
are defined by diverse and dynamic shapes. Whatever the
process, the translation of information from DNA to
protein involves a shift from monotony to diversity.
Molecular identities expand only four to twenty, but bond
identities expand sixteen to millions.
The magic of
translation and the expansion of organic information
therefore lie in the bonds between the molecules of
molecular strings.
This should be the focus of any
investigation, definition, or map of the genetic code.
There are numerous precedents where man maps
nature, but then later discovers new information that must
be added to the map. This does not mean that the original
map was wrong, or useless; it just means that it is
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outdated and incomplete. Moreover, maps can never be
complete, because in some way they must be an encryption,
a compressed view of the universe. The universe itself is
perhaps incompressible. We can, however, map slices of
the universe and be informed by them - but context
remains all-important. I am sure that the 8th century
Spanish priest Beatus made a significant and useful
contribution to human achievement when he drafted his
map of the known world.

World Map, circa 776
His main motivation was religious, and so the
symbols are related to each other according to religious as
well as geographic meaning. This map might well have
been labeled ‘Map of the World’ at the time it was created,
because at that time it represented the whole known
world. However, Beatus surely labored under serious
misperceptions, and he quite obviously lacked some key
information.
He believed that he was mapping a
stationary flat object at the center of the universe. He also
erroneously concluded that humans with whom he could
speak had surveyed all available landmass in the world.
Actually, from that perspective it’s really not a bad map.
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Incompleteness does not diminish the utility or profundity
of the insight behind the map. Counter intuitively, and
unfortunately for Beatus’ position in mapmaking history,
the earth has now been found to be bigger and rounder
than expected, and it was incidentally found to be orbiting
the sun. In retrospect, Beatus might have improved his
map somewhat by wrapping it around a ball, but this
would not have been viewed as an improvement at that
time. The addition of an extraneous dimension to 8th
century reality could not have possibly been seen as an
improvement. Beatus could have argued in favor of such a
thing, but they surely would have killed him for it.
Similarly, the initial efforts to map a universal
genetic code are rapidly appearing more parochial. We
now know for certain that the scale, scope and number of
dimensions for the genetic code in our current map is
considerably off, and a substantial quantity of critical
information is missing from it. Compared to the Beatus
map, the genetic spreadsheet is a far less accurate
compression of the universe.
Suggesting that extra
dimensions should be added to the map won’t get you
killed today, but they won’t make you very popular either.
Our present mapping of amino acid correlations
does not even visually provide an accurate structure for a
code of genetic information, let alone a comprehensive
mapping of its logic. It is curiously difficult to find anyone
today willing to make a stiff defense of it. The codon map
is a familiar icon, but it quickly fails on many important
details. It is now difficult to define, and no useful
definition of it should include anything but a historical
reference to the term ‘the genetic code.’ It would be as if
because of Beatus and his map, we decided to call one
hemisphere of earth ‘the world’ and the other hemisphere
‘the epi-world’. Of course the first genetic spreadsheet was
made at a time when man was mostly ignorant of the
things he was attempting to map. Concepts such as
complex object oriented programming, global computer
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networking, and the human genome databank were all but
a twinkle in the cartographers’ eyes.
None-the-less,
symbols in our current map have assumed elements of a
religious doctrine.

The Genetic Code, circa 2003
Maps are eminently useful, so it is common to forget
what they really are. They are representations of things,
but they are not the things themselves. It is easy to get
carried away with maps, and begin to let languages cloud
our definitions and thinking about the actual things. The
word ‘synonymous’ is likely to appear in conjunction with
the codon map. Synonymous is a powder keg of a word,
especially with maps. Technically it means ‘the same as or
similar to’ but this is itself misleading. First of all, people
hear ‘the same as’ and forget about ‘or similar to’.
Secondly, nothing in the universe can truly be the same as
something else. This has proven especially true on an
atomic level, and it is this very fact that gives the universe
its informative nature.
By way of illustration, a tenet of theoretical physics
called the Pauli exclusion principle was the final piece in
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the quantum puzzle leading to a more accurate mapping of
the atom. Wolgang Pauli contributed the ‘spin quantum
number’ to numerically describe electrons within an atom.
The Pauli exclusion principle says that no two electrons
within an atom can share the same four quantum
numbers. By adding one binary digit to the existing three
quantum numbers, Pauli made the ultimate statement of
dualism, and matter was forever theoretically transformed
into a purely informative perception. With the stilted
parlance of a logician, and the poetic license of… well, a
poet, I will paraphrase and expand the Pauli exclusion
principle:
Existence is dualistic.
In everyday language this means that no two things
can be the same. Two things that are the same thing are
not two things; they are one thing. Interestingly, this does
not say that two things that don’t exist cannot be the same
thing. There are many ways to exist, but perhaps only one
way to not exist. Pauli must have noticed something to
this effect in an atom, where we can usually count discrete
things that we know as electrons, whatever they might be
in reality ‘out there’.
Pauli essentially said that
irrespective of how similar these things appear, no two of
these things are the same thing. Pauli stipulated that
every electron must somehow be different from every other
electron. We will find it quite useful to invoke this
principle as we begin to re-examine our perception of the
genetic code.
The precise definitions for any one-dimensional
genetic metaphor have now scattered in the wind, but we
cling to their memory, and we continue to muddle our
thoughts with their nostalgic usage. Attempts are no
longer made to even partially define terms in a consistent
fashion. It is now freakishly possible to speak of a nonsynonymous-synonymous codon. In what scene shall the
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Mad Hatter appear? We might at least try to pin down
self-consistent definitions. In the meantime, the following
diagram will illustrate the linear paradigm of genetic
translation as classically described.

Figure 3
It is instructive to re-examine the outline of the
master loop, and instead of compressing the four levels of
translation into one level that stands for the genetic code,
we can visualize a small computer metaphor between each
level in the loop.
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Rather than one set of data that is translated in one
dimension from nucleotide sequence to folded protein, we
can imagine that genetic information is translated through
several forms before folding into proteins. Translation at
one level produces data for the next level. The information
in the DNA string is preserved as it passes through several
different strings, changing molecular form as it goes. Each
translation level has its own set of informative rules that
determines, or processes the information for the next level.
These algorithms are not responsible for making the
subunits in the string, only for putting them together in a
sequence.
The first level of the process inputs Info from DNA
into a function that translates it into mRNA. There is a
finite set of rules, or an algorithm to describe this function.
The Info from mRNA is fed into another function with
another finite set of rules that translate the Info into
tRNA. Perhaps investigators have yet to give us enough
experimental data at this level to track the string Info
accurately through a string made of tRNA molecules, but
we can establish parameters at each level and take broad
measurements of information entropy. These entropytracking protocols can then be used to query the process
and broadly investigate the form and flow of information
within and between various organic programs provided by
nature.
We should at this time address some significant
perceptual obstacles to these computer metaphors. Digital
systems usually present a simple way to separate data
from programs. However, this is not true for genetic
systems of computation. In life the data is the program,
and the program is the data. It is not only difficult to
visualize how this works, it also complicates calculations of
entropy quite a bit. To assist with a visualization of the
concept, I will note that Gödel invented a system for
numbering mathematical theorems that can operate self40

referentially. This comes close to the idea of program and
data being one and the same. There also will inevitably be
endless philosophical debates about where software ends if at all - and hardware begins.
For help with a
visualization of this I suggest a massively multi-headed
Turing machine made of its own data tape. Finally, we are
confronted with the idea of needing a programmer to
program all of these systems so that they operate so
efficiently. I’m afraid that you are on your own regarding a
visualization of the programmer.
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Three

Algorithm

We

must define some additional basic terms before
developing protocols for tracking information through the
genetic translation program. Genome will be the term
used here to refer to the genetic information that an
organism gets passed into the master translation loop –
INITIAL(Info). This is a broad definition that runs us
headlong into conceptual problems from the outset. What
entities should be included in a genome? In the case of
humans, we generally accept that a genome is the DNA
string contained in a zygote, but this definition leaves
gaping holes when we try to apply the definition to specific
questions of entropy during replication and translation.
Furthermore, the borderline definitions of living things
create a particularly ugly morass of these concepts.
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It is an intractable riddle at this time, because as
we are about to discover, information and translation are
inseparable. For now we must accept a limited usage of
the term ‘genome’. At least it gets us to a level from which
we can take critical preliminary measurements of the
string entropy for genomes.
For simplicity, at the
acknowledged expense of accuracy, we will assume that a
genome is an unbroken string of nucleotides. We will
conveniently ignore the entropy contained in transcription
and translation molecules that come with the zygote, as
well as chromosomal divisions, and higher-level structural
issues, such as the vague potential entropy of winding
patterns and histones. These are almost certain to be valid
forms of real genetic information.
Entropy is a measure of the value of knowledge.
With respect to a genome, entropy is the value of knowing
molecular choices. An organism can be seen as a complex
collection of an enormously large number of molecular
choices through time and space. A grotesque simplification
is to consider a duck as a single complex molecule.
Whether or not a duck molecule has flown south for the
winter determines the geographic entropy of the molecule
at a given time. The molecule objectively computes the
actual information, but our complex methods of measuring
the entropy of that information are fraught with
subjectivity. They bring to bear our analysis of the duck
and its environment. It depends on how many places the
duck could be, and at what probabilities.
The entropy of an entire organism represents the
sum of the probabilities of all possible choices made by the
molecules of the organism. To a large extent, molecular
choices are somehow contained in the organism’s genome,
but all choices actually made cannot fit numerically into
the allotted nucleotide space.
Philosophically, it is
therefore acceptable for the ontogeny of an organism to
increase the total entropy of the organism from the time
genetic translation begins. This seems so numerically
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necessary, in fact, that it is the only conceivable
mechanism to allow life to march forward. It almost
appears to be an a priori law of living things. To believe
otherwise might lead investigators to waste precious time
on a ridiculous search for the ‘south’ choice within the
genome of a duck molecule. It would be as if the duck must
carry a map and a calendar somewhere in its genome in
order to genetically derive the information involved in
flying south for the winter. There can be no linear
correlation between the actual specific molecular choice to
fly south and any single packet of nucleotides. Yet it is not
controversial to know that that choice was in a large part
genetically made in a duck. Ducks were genetically built
to fly, and they instinctively fly south when it becomes
winter.
To my thinking, that sort of choice can only emerge
as the consequence of countless prior choices made during
translation of the duck molecule. The actual choice to fly
south must be densely encrypted in large and widely
distributed sequences of nucleotides throughout the
genome. Translation of this type of genetic information
requires multiple complex iterations on multiple levels for
multiple dimensions of meaning. All of the nucleotides are
intimately involved in other complex informative
parameters as well, but it is still all genetic information.
The duck must first be able to fly, and this is clearly an
option determined genetically. A code for developing and
translating this type of information into an actual
molecular decision must therefore thrive on extreme
complexity. Life itself appears driven by emergence of
information and complexity.
I suppose it is premature to pass judgment on the
change in entropy of any single step in the process, but the
overall change of entropy in translation appears to favor a
largely positive value. In other words, molecular choices
tend strongly to increase during translation of genetic
information. The alternative to this trend would be
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philosophically not much different from the antiquated
view of genetic information as a scaled down copy of the
whole organism. This is a doctrine of pre-formation, and a
couple centuries ago this scaled-down copy was taken
rather literally.
It was called a homunculus.
The
homunculus of a man is synonymous with the man but
smaller. It is a tiny man that somehow gets translated
into a larger man. The error in this thinking is that it fails
to recognize the role of complexity in the system. The
adage for complex systems is that more is not more; more
is different. Complexity is like an application of the Pauli
exclusion principle to growth systems. One cell cannot be
fewer yet the same as seventy-five trillion cells; it must be
different.
In some ways we have yet to let go of the
homunculus genetic paradigm. A nucleotide triplet is
synonymous with three individual nucleotides. Worse still,
amino acids are synonymous with codons, and codons are
synonymous with other codons. Amino acid sequences are
merely the scaling of nucleotide sequences, except in
reverse. Three nucleotides stand for one homunculus-like
amino acid, and so they merely join hands to form a
peptide chain. The information for how the chain is to fold
must then be mysteriously contained only in the minds of
the handholding homunculi. Therefore, a fully informative
sequence of molecules is first scaled down into a less
informative line of homunculi, and then scaled up by the
homunculi. Curious - no doubt - but there must be a
reason.
We can begin searching for a new paradigm by
defining some general procedures for calculating the
entropy of any form of genetic information. The first step
is to define the number of available molecular choices in a
given dimension. This will be reflected in two parameters:
The first parameter is the range of molecular choice; the
second is the actual number of choices made. The product
of these can serve as a gross estimate of the ideal entropy
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of that dimension. We will call this the information
content of the dimension (IC). For example, consider a
simplified genome consisting of ten nucleotides. Our
standard genetic system seems to provide a range of choice
including four discrete nucleotide identities (I), and one
discrete bond (B). We can symbolically illustrate this
genome with the following string: IBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBI.
Both the range of choices, and the number of actual choices
made is now defined for this hypothetical genome, so we
can calculate the dimension of idealized string entropy for
this example. There are ten molecules and nine bonds in
this hypothetical string. The IC is therefore calculated as
I10 x B9, since I = 4 and B = 1 IC = 410 x 19 = ~1M. This
means that the theoretical entropy of one translation of
this molecular string, or the IC of this genome is roughly
one million choices; exactly twenty bits of information.
Our current perceived information value of knowing a
precise ten-nucleotide standard genome string is 20 bits.
This highlights a useful shortcut for converting standard
genomes into IC bits (# of nucleotides x 2 = IC bits).
The arithmetic shortcut is possible because there is
only one choice of bond between the nucleotides in a
standard genome – the phosphodiester bond, so the bond
uncertainty is zero, and therefore phosphodiester bonds
appear to contribute nothing to genomic string entropy.
Calculating IC’s of molecular strings is useful, albeit an
imprecise shorthand for tracking entropy through
translation. This estimate of initial genomic string entropy
will always be high, but the estimate of total zygotic
entropy is almost certainly low. We shall investigate
strategies for bringing the string estimate more in line
with actual values of genetic string entropy.
As described earlier, accurate calculations of
entropy depend not only on the number of component
states, but also on the probabilities of their occurrence.
Knowledge of probabilities varies with understanding of
the system under consideration. In other words, the
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calculation will be subjective to a large degree. If one
knows some of, or the entire encoding schema employed by
a system, then uncertainty and entropy can fall
dramatically. In fact, our initial studies of genomes found
them to be random, but this was later shown not to be the
case.
For instance, in calculating IC for the hypothetical
ten-symbol genome we made many unstated and invalid
assumptions about the system. We assumed an equal
probability of finding each of the four nucleotides at every
position. But this is not the case in many standard
genomes. Some genomes have extremely high proportions
of certain nucleotides, and accounting for this encoding
pattern changes the calculation of string entropy. Due to
unequal amounts of nucleotides, the uncertainty of
knowing the precise sequence of the genome decreases. In
other words, genomes with an equal and random
distribution of nucleotides have higher entropies than
genomes with nucleotides that are in some way
mathematically biased. It is like the difference between an
honest and a rigged coin toss. Biased genomes can be
compressed when compared to perfectly random genomes
of equal size.
There are in fact many ways to bias a genome. The
entropy calculation becomes far more complex when we
incorporate our insight of these biases within a genome’s
encoding schema. The uncertainty is decreased at a higher
level when we take into account that genomes are
generally block encoded.
This means that blocks of
nucleotides contain different amounts of entropy than the
products of individual nucleotides. The size and scope of
the rules of genetic block encoding have yet to be fully
determined, but at the smallest level, blocks of three
nucleotides are distinctive enough to earn a separate label
– codons. A universally accepted, complete and precise
definition of a codon is difficult to find, primarily because it
is difficult to imagine how to define such a thing without a
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tremendous amount of context. For now the best we can do
is to say that a codon represents three consecutive
nucleotides.
We know that several levels downstream in
translation, codons can correlate quite well with the
sequence of amino acids in a folded protein. We also know
that there are potentially far more codons than there are
amino acids; therefore, more than one codon must correlate
with many of the twenty standard amino acids in proteins.
With respect to amino acid correlations, this redundancy
creates special sets of codons. We also know that most
genomes have a strong preference for the specific codons to
be used most often from these sets. We call this encoding
phenomenon codon bias.
Among other things, the
proportions of nucleotides in the genome drive this bias at
the nucleotide level, particularly when positions in the
codon are recognized. Therefore, the relative nucleotide
proportions bias the genome on at least two levels, and can
thereby significantly help us drive down the calculated
entropy of the genome.
As the calculated entropy decreases from the IC of a
genome, we can begin to take a measure, like taking a
temperature, of the algorithmic complexity of the genome.
When a theorem, or computational procedure, or algorithm
is reduced to a string, the algorithmic complexity (AC)
represents the degree to which that string can be made
smaller. In a genetic system, since the program and the
data are inseparable, we can consider the AC of a genome
as the ratio of its compressed entropy to its idealized initial
string entropy (H / IC = AC). Therefore, a completely
random genome has a high AC, and anything that biases
the genome will decrease the entropy and therefore the AC
of the genome.
In this light the smallest genomes with the highest
nucleotide biases have the lowest entropies, and the lowest
algorithmic complexities. Perhaps we should expect these
sorts of organisms to invest the smallest amount of
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resources into translating their genetic information, and
maybe they must make functional sacrifices of molecular
choice as a result. We can therefore also take the
temperature, with calculations of AC, concerning various
strategies for translating genomes. Perhaps we can find
correlations and strategies that are exploited in various
evolutionary niches. The most complex and versatile
organisms might have the most detailed translation
mechanisms, and we might expect their genomes to exhibit
the highest AC’s.
Another potential use for the AC measure is as a
scorecard to track entropy through the translation process.
We should not expect to find erratic swings in entropy or
AC at any one step of translation, or large inconsistencies
in all steps combined. The precious nature of genetic
information can be expected to drive systems toward clever
tactics of entropy conservation. The most efficient systems
can be expected to out-compete the most wasteful systems.
With respect to information handling within any given
organism, the rule of thumb would seem to be a variation
on Einstein’s axiom that things should be made as simple
as possible - but not simpler.
Combining the concepts of block encoding and AC
will help us decrease the calculated entropy of a genome
still further. As we expand our view of information blocks
we can explore strategies employed by organisms to
decrease the required resources for encoding and
translation. The next expansion is to consider codons two
at a time. This is the minimum salient unit of information
required by translation mechanisms at the level of the
protein. Proteins are sensitive to shape, and shape is
sensitive to bond stereochemistry. Proteins cannot be
formed without peptide bonds, and peptide bonds play a
vital role in the entropy of every protein. Therefore, on
this score the potential for spatial information contained in
one codon is analogous to the sound of one hand clapping.
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Therefore, if there is a bias between bonds, there can be a
bias between triplets.
Although a single codon usually translates into the
same choice of amino acid at the protein level, it is not
clear that it translates into the same choice of tRNA at the
intervening level. More importantly, it is not proven that a
single codon translates into the same stereochemistry of a
peptide bond before or after folding. In other words, we
need to ask whether or not codons are ambiguous or highly
redundant with respect to tRNA and or stereochemistry of
proteins. Regardless of the direction actually taken by
nature, answers to these questions will have an enormous
impact on our calculations of entropy. The actual entropy
in the tRNA dimension and the protein dimension will
demonstrate the AC of each genome and its translation
process at these levels.
The next encoding block expansion is at the level of
structural domains of proteins. At this level, patterns of
amino acids and stereochemistry can be detected.
Nucleotide phrases are conserved, and therefore they bias
the genome.
Repeating protein structures can be
identified, such as helices, sheets and turns. Furthermore,
these structures themselves show sequencing patterns
where certain structures are followed by certain other
structures with varying probabilities. Again, this causes a
higher-level bias in the genome, decreasing the calculated
entropy and AC.
The last level of block expansion examined here is
at the level of the folded protein. Traditionally, the
nucleotide sequence containing the necessary information
to translate one protein has been called a gene. This
definition is impossible to pin down, and so it has caused
some understandable linguistic and scientific angst, but we
shall adopt it here anyway. At the gene block level there
are many opportunities to bias the genome. Some genes
are repeated many times in the genome. Sometimes these
gene repeats are identical, and sometimes they exhibit
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minor variations. The mere positioning of a gene block and
its components in a genome is significantly informative.
Regardless, this level of repetition in an otherwise random
sequence will bias the genome. Some organisms might
take advantage of this biasing mechanism to drive down
the AC of their genome.
Having the larger code blocks as a reference allows
us to return to smaller blocks, all the way back down to
individual nucleotides, and further identify patterns in
genomes. Families of proteins tend to conserve structural
blocks and structural sequences. In this way coding-block
substitutions become somewhat biased. Also, structures
might tend to conserve amino acids, or amino acid
properties, so codon substitutions are also biased. Less
obvious, nucleotide positions within a codon correlate with
amino acids and amino acid properties, so substitution bias
at the level of the nucleotide is also possible. The identity
and properties of amino acids selected by codons are
especially biased by the second nucleotide position, but
more important, it is now apparent that nucleotide position
within a codon has a measure of entropy. All of these block
properties are in fact properties of relative position. A
reference-reading frame, or multiple frames, must first be
established before the patterns of bias can be identified.
This means that there is information contained in the
relationships between the symbolic components of the
system, both within and between levels of translation.
Identification of these relationships will impact the
calculation of entropy. In fact, all of these block properties
and substitution patterns will impact our calculations of
entropy.
We have now identified a tremendous amount of
layered complexity in any genetic information system.
Further combinatoric treatment of this complexity will
require empiric knowledge of downstream component
states and mechanisms of translation. It is likely that we
do not currently have the dataset, digital tools, or the
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conceptual picture required for a precise calculation of
genomic entropy, and therefore genomic AC. Of course we
do already have all of the empiric data required for an
initial calculation of genomic IC, and we have enough
knowledge of translation patterns to produce estimates of
genomic entropy, which are certain to be less than IC. We
can use these techniques to begin tracing the flow of
entropy and AC through genetic translation, at the
molecular string level anyway. At the very least, we can
make best guess estimates of IC at each level, and monitor
the AC of each translation algorithm in a wide variety of
organisms.
When first addressing translation, it is instructive
to consider the example set by genomic DNA replication.
The mechanism for replicating a genome from one cell to
the next has a small set of parameters.
•
•
•
•

Where to start.
Where to end.
Number of copies.
Molecular rules of copying.

We can make the first three rules conceptually
simple: Start with the first nucleotide, end with the last
nucleotide, and make one copy. The molecular rules of
replication are almost this simple as well. They follow a
two-bit NOT rule. Each nucleotide identity is contained in
two bits. The first bit determines the nucleotide class, or
whether the nucleotide is a purine nucleotide or a NOT
purine nucleotide. If it is a NOT purine nucleotide then it
is a pyrimidine nucleotide. Conversely, if it is a NOT
pyrimidine nucleotide then it is a purine nucleotide.
Additionally, DNA has two purine and two pyrimidine
nucleotides, and each binary set is the NOT identity
partner of the other.
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DNA nucleotide symbolic relationships
Class

NOT Class

ID

NOT ID

A

Purine

Not Pyrimidine

Adenine

Thymine

G
C
T

Purine
Pyrimidine
Pyrimidine

Not Pyrimidine
Not Purine
Not Purine

Guanine
Cytosine
Thymine

Cytosine
Guanine
Adenine

Table 2
This two-bit relationship is useful on many levels,
and nucleotides can act as their own inverse translators.
Enzymes are involved in DNA replication, but the actual
translation is self-contained in the four nucleotides.
Replication of a double helix is actually a backwards
process. In fact, replica strings are never created - inverse
strings are - so in this way the ‘replication’ of a double
helix is actually a double inverse string translation (the ‘ol
double inverse string trick). The translation mechanism
uses the NOT ID rule sequentially on every nucleotide in
both complimentary DNA strings simultaneously. The
ultimate result is a one-step molecular string replication
with no change in string entropy, but of course the entropy
of the system has changed in some dimension, because we
now have a different concentration of molecules in the
system. This non-string dimension of organic information
is well beyond our scope here, and we shall focus almost
exclusively on individual molecular string entropies.
It is a pretty nifty mathematical trick to replicate a
dual entity using double inverse translation, but as the
above table indicates, it is a simple trick for even a
beginning computer programmer.
Organic molecules
presumably do not possess digital computers, so they must
use physical space to perform these computations. Like
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gemstones, salt crystals and snowflakes, organic molecules
can use geometry to do the wet work. Octahedral faces
operate as dual binary inverters.

Figure 4
Every face defines an upper and lower hemisphere
in an octahedron. Each hemisphere is a dual binary
system that is the exact inverse of the opposing
hemisphere. If we assign a nucleotide to each face, then
the calculation of the appropriate NOT nucleotide is
indicated by the inverse face. We can use typographical
tricks along with any roll of an octahedral die to serve as a
mechanical data processor. It will reliably dictate the rules
of DNA inverse translation. Not that DNA actually uses
an octahedron, but it certainly is helpful to us as an initial
visualization of the relationship between symmetry and
logic.
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Figure 5
After double helix replication, the first translation
function in the master loop is mRNA (Info), which is called
transcription. There are important similarities between
DNA replication and mRNA transcription, but there are
differences as well. As opposed to DNA replication, mRNA
transcription creates only one strand from the double helix
template. Technically it employs the NOT nucleotide rules
of base pairing, but from a semantic standpoint we refer to
the inverse strand as the ‘coding strand’. Remarkably,
while transcription is about ten times slower than
replication, it is also over ten times less accurate.
Although this inaccuracy could arguably change string
entropy, the error rate is less than one in one hundred
thousand nucleotides, so we can effectively ignore it here.
Each deoxyribonucleic acid molecule (DNA) correlates with
one and only one ribonucleic acid molecule (RNA). In three
of the four cases the two types of pentose sugars share the
same base.
DNA
A – Adenine
G – Guanine
C – Cytosine
T – Thymine

MRNA
A – Adenine
G – Guanine
C – Cytosine
U – Uracil

Table 3
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Again, this level of string translation will
demonstrate no change in string entropy, because these
rules of molecular translation do not allow for a new range
of molecular choices, and no change in the number or
probability of molecular string states. However, this is a
disingenuously incomplete picture of this level of
translation. The start, stop, and number of copy rules are
now far more complex than double helix replication, and
this will inevitably impact both the string entropy of the
transcript, as well as the overall entropy of the organism.
At this point it behooves us to take a conceptual
shortcut in our exploration of genetic translation. The
molecular string entropy delivered to mRNA posttranscription and post-editing, in the form of a single
mRNA molecule, will be considered the gene string entropy
of transcription. We will not consider the entropy of gene
splicing or amplification during transcription here,
although it is apparent that these processes in other
informative dimensions are instrumental in the processes
of genetic information translation. In this sense we are
electing to stay closer to our linear roots.
For purposes here, the gene string entropy will be a
shorthand label for the corresponding mRNA blockencoded nucleotide sequence in the genome. This is
despite the acknowledged differences in entropies, string
and otherwise.
However, we are now no longer
contemplating entire genetic messages at their initial
genomic entropies, we are examining string blocks, or submessages at a higher level of translation. From this point
forward to the downstream protein level we can maintain
the gene level of reference.
A new calculation of string IC at this level is
appropriate.
The choice of four discrete nucleotide
identities (I), and one discrete bond (B) is the same.
Although we have replaced the nucleotide-ID Thymine
with Uracil, the NOT-ID is still Adenine.
Another
interesting change was the pentose sugar, which
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apparently exerts its influence on the nature of the
phosphodiester bond. This bond in double-stranded DNA
is functionally uniform and essentially unidirectional. In
single-stranded mRNA, the phosphodiester bond appears
to be omni-directional, but it remains uniform in this
respect. Apparently there is a considerable change in
functionality, but no obvious change in entropy. We can
tentatively continue to symbolically illustrate the string as
IBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBI, and continue to use the values I =
4 and B = 1 to calculate the gene string entropy at this
level.
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Four

Encode

It is worthwhile to begin exploring specific strategies for
block encoding strings. We can estimate the impact these
various strategies will have on the patterns, biases and
therefore the entropies of strings. With respect to mRNA
gene strings, the first dimension of block encoding occurs
at the level of nucleotide triplets. One important type of
strategy to consider in this case is symmetry encoding.
Symmetry is an immutability of relationships.
For
instance, the relationship between the sides and vertices of
an equilateral triangle are immutable, because they are
identical, and exchanging one for another does not change
the triangle. Palindromes are one form of string symmetry
– rotational string symmetry – because palindromes can be
rotated 180o and read the same forward and backward.
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Nucleotide triplets involving various symbolic
components can display forms of symmetry as well.
Symbolic constraints can vary, so triplets are capable of
demonstrating various types and degrees of symmetry.
Therefore, in considering the symbolic symmetry of a
triplet, it is also necessary to account for the symbolic
constraints (only four nucleotides) and the meaning of each
symbolic triplet.
One obvious dimension of meaning for a nucleotide
triplet can be derived from its downstream correspondence
with an amino acid. This is the compressed data we are
given by the genetic spreadsheet, and it is quite useful in
exploring triplet symmetries. There are twenty standard
downstream meanings available in this dimension of
genetic information, and conveniently there are
symbolically only twenty discrete triplets.
George Gamow, a popular theoretical physicist, first
noted this correlation in 1956 when he proposed a model
called the compact triangle code. Gamow was searching
for possible block encoding strategies at the time. He
cheerfully founded the RNA tie club, which was an
international organization of distinguished scientists who
socialized, drank alcohol, discussed ideas about the genetic
code, and wore neckties hand painted with stick diagrams
of RNA. Gamow was insightful and playful. His triangle
code was quickly disproved, but elements of it might still
be useful.
There are two basic types of symmetry in a
meaningful triplet, which we will call positional symmetry,
and rotational symmetry. Gamow focused entirely on
rotational symmetry of symbolic triplets, but in his
defense, he labored under a lack of empiric data. Not a
single codon assignment was known at the time Gamow
proposed his model. The following diagrams will illustrate
the two types of triplet symmetry.
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Figure 6
This symbolic triplet has three positions that we
can label from left-to-right: positions one, two and three.
In this case we have assigned “20” to the numerical
meaning of this “dodec-cube-tet” symbolic triplet. For this
illustration we have also assigned dodec = “C”, cube = “G”,
tet = “A” and oct = “U”. Replacing the symbol in the third
position with any other does not in this case change the
meaning of the triplet. The doublet “CG” of positions one
and two therefore displays complete positional symmetry
for the third nucleotide, because changing the third
nucleotide has no effect on the meaning of the triplet. This
is completely true for eight of the sixteen possible doublets,
and partially true for the other eight. All of the codon
assignments seem to respect the sixteen doublets in some
combination. Note that positional symmetry relationships
of a triplet can include all four nucleotides.

Figure 7
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However, the symbols can also be rotated on two
axes, and each triplet therefore has available six ways to
demonstrate rotational symmetry.
These rotational
symmetries correspond precisely to linear permutations of
exactly three symbols.

Figure 8
Note that rotational symmetry of a triplet must
exclude one or more of the four nucleotides to varying
degrees. The triplet in this example could also be labeled
NOT UC, NOT UA, NOT UG, and this is in fact the NOT U3
triplet. There are nineteen other NOT triplets, such as
NOT U2A and NOT UCA.
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Rotational symmetry is the type of triplet symmetry
that Gamow built into his proposed compact triangle model
for genetic encoding. He recognized that the number of
symbolic triplets perfectly corresponds with the number of
standard amino acids – twenty. He tried to predict a way
that nature might take advantage of this in her
mischievous encoding strategy.
Gamow must have
hypothesized that if each triplet had one and only one
amino acid assigned to it, then each meaning would have
one and only one triplet. The code would be unambiguous
with respect to symbolic triplets, and unambiguous with
respect to amino acid meanings. However, as illustrated
here, actual codon assignments have shown Gamow’s
premise regarding nature’s encoding schema to be perfectly
false on both counts. Besides entertaining, these simple
symmetry observations leave interesting and important
questions unasked and unanswered.
The effect of symmetry on the relative entropies of
each encoding strategy needs to be addressed. Because it
was accepted (then and now) that nature’s encoding
strategy employs extreme triplet redundancies, Gamow
assumed that string translation would erase massive
chunks of available information from nucleotide sequences.
Rotational symmetry, Gamow realized, could be a nifty
way to quickly do this. It turns out that Gamow was not
just partially wrong about nature’s encoding tricks, he was
precisely wrong. All twenty symbolic triplets and their
assigned meanings fail Gamow’s test.
Furthermore,
virtually all codon assignments fail as well. The encoding
strategy used by nature is the exact opposite of that
predicted by Gamow. The odds that the good Dr. Gamow
would achieve such a perfectly dismal result in this arena
by mere chance (I hope you will agree) are very slim.
Furthermore, the two or three ‘hits’ that Gamow
seemingly got on individual codons in his model are
numerically forced and most curious. Methionine has only
one codon, and it is a START codon. Methionine shares a
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mischievous triplet with two STOP codons. This triplet is
ACUCGC, which is the NOT C3 triplet, the inverse of the
CCC Proline triplet. Proline is involved in the majority of
cis-bonds that have a big structural significance in
proteins. The CCC triplet is also symmetrically balanced
with GGG Glycine. These two triplets participate in all
eight observed perfect doublet positional symmetries.
From the standpoint of peptide bonding properties, and
viewed from a protein structural impact, Proline and
Glycine are Yin and Yang. Nature’s encoding strategy
appears to be centered in a balanced fashion, and spread
out from these two amino acids.
Something smells fishy within the codon
assignments relative to potential entropy, Gamow’s model,
START, STOP and the general structural properties of
peptide bonds. When considering all of Gamow’s assigned
triplets together, application of a simple weighting reveals
that codons display a harmonic symmetry that has a
logical beginning, middle and end, and the beginning
wraps around to join with the end. When amino acid water
affinity is considered, we find a consistent harmonic path
from hydrophilic residues at START, to hydrophobic
residues at STOP.
The workhorses of assignment,
arginine, serine and leucine, with six codons apiece, form a
symbolic glue, or a connected network that weaves the
symmetry complex together. Serine and arginine appear
to conspire with isoleucine and methionine to form a
perfect network of shared triplet stepping-stones that
reduce the degrees of separation from one triplet to
another.
Gamow’s error must somehow be in his
assumptions rather than his proposed encoding tactics.
Based on the known symbolic constraints of his time, he
definitely had pre-conceived beliefs about the optimum
encoding strategy that nature would achieve. These false
assumptions apparently led Gamow to unrealistic
expectations of entropy change during genetic translation.
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Gamow expected to find a huge decrease in entropy in
downstream strings, but since nature’s encoding strategy
is the precise opposite of Gamow’s expectations, perhaps
the change in string entropy is the opposite as well.
Gamow was looking for a coding strategy that was
optimized. This is what we have come to expect from
nature – optimization. Gamow guessed correctly that
nature would somehow use symmetry in assigning
meaning to triplets. He was trained as a physicist, and he
knew that nature loves to take advantage of symmetry at
every opportunity. But nature seems to have an agenda
different from Gamow’s on how symmetry is useful in
genetic encoding. He was lead to believe that the code was
somehow one-dimensional and therefore redundant; he
assumed that nature had fewer things to say than ways to
say it. Naturally, he believed that the code would be
optimized for redundancy, and that nature could use
symmetry to achieve an optimally redundant coding
schema. Conversely, if nature actually has more things to
say than the number of obvious ways to say them, it will
use symmetry to cleverly expand its language. Gamow
called heads, and nature came up tails with respect to the
entropy of triplet encoding schemas.
However, we have only considered one dimension of
block encoding here, as did Gamow. Perhaps the mystery
can be solved (like the discovery of the primer in the movie
Contact) when additional dimensions are considered. We
can consider the symmetry between triplets as well as
within triplets. We know that translation strategies
combine triplet blocks to make peptide bonds; it is
reasonable to suspect that encoding strategies do as well.
Block encoding that derives meaning from the
relationships between triplets will be more complex and
more powerful than encoding that does not, and nature is
probably less averse and more facile with this type of
complexity than we are.
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The easiest strategy for exploring the symmetry
between triplets is to find a way to combine all of the
twenty discrete triplets.
Fortunately, an icosahedron
provides a perfect vehicle to do this. Doubly fortunate, the
nucleotide symbols in this configuration will create the
dual form of an icosahedron, which is of course a
dodecahedron. Here we can examine an icosahedron–
dodecahedron of symbolic triplets.

Figure 9
Regardless of whether the relationships of these
triplets are useful from a translation standpoint (I think
they are) it is certainly useful in visualizing the encoding
data. It is also useful from the standpoint of developing
symbolic relationships for encoding schema. For instance,
the symmetry relationships between the faces of a
dodecahedron provide a basic structure for identifying
symmetries between nucleotide sets. The relationships are
all numerically forced. This holds true between single
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nucleotides, double nucleotides (1-2, 2-3, and 1-3) within
discrete triplets, as well as between all possible triplets.
If similar informative patterns can be detected in
actual molecular strings, then a schema can be inferred to
better understand the molecular meaning they contain.
This has applications for thinking about genetic
translation, and it also might help our thinking about the
origin and development of the genetic code itself. There
must somewhere in the universe be a genetic code for
creating a genetic code.
Without some numerical
abstraction like this, entropy calculations remain
erroneously high in any dimension of genetic translation.
More detrimental are the inaccuracies of entropy changes
from one level to the next. In other words, ignorance of
encoding schemes will always result in faulty absolute and
relative entropies, and our interpretations of genetic
information will surely suffer.
Viewed from this
perspective, it becomes worthwhile to look at a flattened
out version of the data. Skin it, so to speak.
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Figure 10
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This codon map is similar to a mathematical graph
of component relationships. It is a map of single, double
and triple nucleotides, as well as their correspondence with
molecular strings downstream. It should be noted that
this is a superset of the data presented in the classic codon
look-up table, because there is more information in this
format; there is a vibrant new dimension of information.
This might be difficult to grasp at first, but consider that
more symmetry relationships within and between symbols
are numerically forced, so the map must expressly
demonstrate them. This map adds the dimension of forced
symbolic relationships to an otherwise arbitrary map. It
creates symbolic relationships that are numeric realities,
not subjective choices. Patterns created by this mapping of
symbolic relationships are formed by the mathematics of
the symbols, not the whim of the cartographer. This
solution uses only twelve nucleotide symbols, the fewest
possible, whereas grids can use anywhere between 24 and
192 nucleotide symbols. A choice of format in one or two
dimensions depends on the aesthetic preference of the
mapmaker.
The map shown here is one of only two general case
solutions for twelve nucleotides; the other is a mirror of
this one. In Victorian parlance, each is a perversion of the
other. In the techno-speak of today, the logic of the map is
chiral. Whereas grids of this data can be made in many
configurations, judging any of them as ‘the best possible
grid’ is purely subjective. On what criteria could we make
this judgment?
However, relationships between
components of the genetic code cannot be rigorously
examined until a judgment has been made. How do we
determine which components are ‘next to’ other
components, and how could we even define ‘next to’? So on
this score a grid can be thought of as a ‘meaningless and
arbitrary’ arrangement of codons. This is precisely what it
is, and unfortunately it is mostly how it is used in
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investigations of the genetic code, despite the fact that it
cannot be a real reflection of nature. Note that it is a
dangerous leap to conclude that the genetic code is also
meaningless and arbitrary just because we have
historically chosen a meaningless and arbitrary form of
mapping it.
It seems intuitive that numerical relationships are
probably forced every bit as much on nature as they are on
mathematicians. Nature might actually find a use for
forced relationships when confronted with the task of
creating a code. Creating a grid might alleviate the
problem of forcing relationships for mathematicians, but it
will not alleviate it in nature. Moreover, nature probably
sees it as an opportunity, not a problem. Perhaps these
types of numerically forced moves provide a framework
within which nature can perform her computational magic.
It is a short step from forcing to knowing, and a shorter
step from knowing to computing.
Grids must be arranged and selected by us before
we can use them, and there are few obvious criteria for
selection in one or two dimensions. Conversely, the mirror
version of the dodecahedral map seemingly does not
display as much coherent symmetry in the assignments;
therefore, the version shown here is subjectively a
preferred mapping. There are only two solutions from
which we can choose, so we have at least a fifty-fifty chance
of picking ‘the best one’. It is also fun to speculate on the
chirality of the two dodecahedral solutions, and how it
might relate to the chirality of amino acid perversions. All
of the standard twenty are ‘L-amino acids’, an almost
million to one shot by chance alone.
More interesting, the classic spreadsheet leads one
to naturally construct a graph based on a hypercube, which
is an imaginary shape. A circuit of that graph creates a
type of code known as a Gray code. The dodecahedral
graph leads to a network of symbols that can also form a
circuit, but a real one known generally as a Hamiltonian
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circuit. Hamilton actually sold a wooden puzzle made from
a dodecahedron to demonstrate this circuit. This graph
has a minimum regional color requirement of four, and a
maximum configuration of discrete vertices equal to
twenty. Perhaps the genetic code operates like a modified
Gray code based on valid solutions to a dodecahedral
circuit rather than a hypercubic circuit. This wacky
interpretation might actually make more sense of amino
acid substitution data first presented by Dayhoff. There is
a time element to mutations and substitutions. The
substitutions we see today are fossils of past mutations.
These substitutions must operate on some code, and
therefore must traverse some circuit to eventually end up
wherever we find them. Furthermore, we can force these
symbolic relationships into a graph that can be used as a
tiling pattern. This is where the fun really begins.

Believe it or not, this tile actually maps the logical
relationships between the faces and vertices of a
dodecahedron. (I was told that this could not be done, but I
did it anyway – I never listen.) The tile can connect with
itself around a cylinder, and it can be infinitely repeated
sequentially on a longitudinal axis of a cylinder. The
regions can be individually colored in any order, and this
representation can therefore contain any possible coding
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sequence. It can account for the information landscape of
every potential nucleotide code string. It has the added
aesthetic value of mimicking the physical parameters of
DNA’s double helix, down to the proportions of turns and
the grooves they create.

In addition to geometric parallels and mischievous
fun, the general conclusion is that a graph of nucleotide
sequences in the double helix can be made isomorphic with
a map of nucleotide triplets and their downstream
meanings. With respect to genetic information, there
appears to be a primitive, three-dimensional, logical
equivalence between translation, storage, and replication.
The concept is not an easy one to grasp, but it can be made
clearer with a playful thought experiment. Imagine that
Hamilton is preparing to market his puzzle, and he
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arranges a consultation with George Gamow and Mother
Nature:
Hamilton: Thank you for coming. Love the tie, George.
Mother, you look fabulous. Oh, and before we get started,
have some coffee and muffins. I’m afraid I don’t have any
real butter - I thought I’d warn you, because I know how
much that upsets some people.
I need your opinion on this wooden puzzle that I’ve
created in the shape of a dodecahedron. At each vertex I’ve
placed a peg, and I will provide to the customer a string.
The object of the puzzle is to run the string from peg to
peg, visiting each one once and only once before returning
to the original peg. Any questions?
Gamow: This reminds me of a Rubic Cube. Are you going
to use third world labor, and what are your projected
margins? How could this possibly compete with Grand
Theft Auto?
Mother: What is the child safety rating? Is the string
biodegradable? Certainly you will have a companion book
for the puzzle. I think you should know that I have prior
art, and there are some copyright issues.
Hamilton: Whoa, folks, I already have lawyers. I don’t
need your consultation on these issues. I need you to tell
me how I should label the puzzle so I can communicate the
solution.
Mother: It is simple. Label the faces with letters A
through N, and provide the solution as twenty, three-letter
words.
Gamow: Ha! Women physicists - it’s much simpler than
that. Mom, you’ve created a cryptic nightmare. Label each
peg 1 to 20, and provide the solution as twenty digits.
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Mother: Sonny boy, I put you in diapers, and I’ll put you
back there. Surely you can see that you propose to
severely limit the number of solutions that the good Dr.
Hamilton can provide his customers. If it is the character
space taken by my solution that bothers you, then merely
provide a series of twelve letters and some simple rules;
this will cover every possible solution. If it is a name for
each peg that you are after, I have provided you with six!
If you use all of the six options that I give you, Mr. Gamow,
and judiciously spread your peg labels evenly across my
system, then you can use both strategies to their fullest.
We can still provide your solution with mine for any
sequence that Dr. Hamilton might care to publish. If we
are interested in the fewest possible solutions then he
should take your advice. If we are interested in the most
possible solutions then he should listen to me. But
remember, it’s not nice to…
This is, in a loose sense, very loose, the general type
of abstraction that Gamow followed to the compact triangle
code. Hamilton’s puzzle could be seen in a different light
as a circuitous walking of faces, and if the puzzle solver is
focused on the faces, then Gamow’s strategy will not
accommodate shifts in the reference frame, but Mother
Nature’s will. Every pattern created by the coloring of
regions will translate into rational nodes independent of
the frame of reading reference. She has provided a
strategy for mapping nested solutions in the smallest
possible space that can be infinitely repeated.
The
dodecahedral arrangement of nucleotides is analogous to
packing amino acid information into nucleotide sequences
in preparation for the largest possible unpacking. Gamow
is prepared for a process of forward compression, but
nature demonstrates a process of forward decompression
and an encoding strategy to support it.
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It is quite a stretch to get from here to today’s code,
but it might be combined with other ingenious
observations to move us a bit closer. Roger Penrose
discovered non-repeating tile patterns with five-fold
properties of symmetry that eventually lead to discovery of
a pseudo-periodic structure of aluminum manganese
crystals. That synthetic structure has intriguing relative
properties of sequential layers. Graham Cairns-Smith
discovered a mechanism by which clays can build
sequences of stored information. Perhaps all of these
abstract geometric models combined can provide us the
missing stepping-stones to an explanation of organic
sequencing of genetic information.
In terms of mapping reality, presentation of the
data in an enhanced alternate format such as this might
actually be valid and useful. In fact, this dodecahedral
mapping of codons need not be defended against a
comparison with a classic grid, because the enhanced
version completely embodies the information in any
possible grid. To the contrary, a decision to use a grid
must be defended against the exclusion of any new
information that an alternate presentation might bring. In
an era seemingly obsessed with augmentation, this is a
triple-D augmented mapping of nucleotides, amino acids,
and codon relationships.
Since a codon spreadsheet only accounts for one
dimension of information across multiple levels of
translation, it represents a highly compressive algorithm,
and therefore it is disingenuous to call it ‘The Genetic
Code’. Likewise, considering additional dimensions of
information on a single level, such as we have here, can
impact on the calculated compression ratio of translation
through these string levels. However, the symbols on the
dodecahedral map are meant to stand for tRNA molecules,
which are merely the next level of translation beyond
mRNA triplets. So this might reasonably represent a
mRNA-tRNA globe, or ‘The Harmonic Encoding Sphere’ at
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this level. I whimsically call it the Rafiki map. I see it as
the double-top-secret decoder ring in the cereal box of life.
(Rafiki – The Code of Champions. It’s not just for codons
anymore!™) However, it is important to not confuse the
map with the thing being mapped.
Perhaps this small additional insight of triplet
symmetry will also be useful in expanding our view of the
standard nucleotide symbol set. To do so we note the
symmetry between the six planes of a dodecahedron.
Every face has three types of planar relationships with the
other eleven faces. The first type is an adjacent and
intersecting relationship. There are five faces that have
this relationship to the reference face.
The second
relationship is non-adjacent and intersecting, of which
there are also five faces. The third type is non-adjacent
and non-intersecting, which means the two faces are
parallel. There is exactly one face that is parallel to any
other face in a dodecahedron. Like the octahedron, there is
also an overall symmetry to these planar relationships
equivalent to inversion. We can demonstrate this with the
following diagram.

Figure 11
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Each symbol in the nucleotide data structure can be
discretely related to every other symbol. Although there
are only four nucleotide identities, each symbol has a
unique inverse relationship. When both the ID and its
dodecahedral inverse are printed on each face, twelve
distinct symbols become available for encoding. Using a
notation that includes face ID and subscripts of the inverse
ID (McNeil subscripts – AG, UC, AU…) typographically
preserves symmetry relationships. Consider a codon like
an atom with three electron shells, but only one electron
can fill each shell. The Pauli exclusion principle tells us
that shells must be filled consecutively, and no two
electrons can be the same.
If codons include three
nucleotide instances selected from four possible choices,
then twelve functionally different nucleotides should exist.
This presentation provides just such a symbolic system.
Codons might behave every bit as informatively as atoms.
Perhaps from this understanding, like with electrons and
atoms, we can build a periodic table of nucleotides, codons
and their genetic information.
McNeil subscripts are also useful for indicating
which nucleotides are NOT in a triplet. For instance, we
know that the symbol AG will never be adjacent to any G
symbol, and therefore this A cannot be in a triplet with G.
It will only be in NOT G triplets. In this way, codon
meaning can be seen as a balance between two sets of
symbols – nucleotides and NOT nucleotides, and in this
way a dodecahedron emulates a codon logic circuit. Under
the constraints of a standard genome, a dodecahedron
becomes a symbolic triplet inverter, much like an
octahedron inverts single nucleotides. Intriguingly, the
codon data is well coordinated with amino acid properties
and inverted triplets on the encoding sphere.
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Figure 12
A roll of a dodecahedral die can be seen as a
nucleotide inversion, and a triplet inversion as well. Each
hemisphere is defined by two parallel faces, and supported
by the five adjacent, intersecting faces. These parallel
faces will dictate which nucleotides can and cannot be in a
triplet for any given roll. The important difference is that
a triplet can be arranged once the nucleotides are selected,
but the nucleotides NOT in a triplet can never be arranged
– they aren’t there. There are sixty-four ways to arrange
four nucleotides into triplets, but there are only twenty
ways to place four nucleotides into NOT triplets. Perhaps
nature’s encoding strategy somehow utilizes this bizarre
fact in assigning meaning to triplets, and perhaps there is
a balanced two-step encoding schema. It certainly brings
to mind the concepts introduced by Pauli, but it is a
philosophical question akin to: As sodium and chloride
atoms compute themselves into a salt crystal, do they take
into account the atoms in the crystal, the atoms missing
from the crystal, or both?
The process of codon/anti-codon pairing is
indistinguishable at the atomic level from ordinary crystal
formation. Actually, the bonding energies are more like
clay sedimentation, but the principles are similar. Sizes,
charges and shapes dictate bonding. Atoms and molecules
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in solution are interested in the properties of the elements
in a growing structure, but they are equally interested in
the things missing from the structure. If an element in
solution can fill a void found in a growing structure, then it
becomes a part of that structure. In the case of a codon
pairing with an anti-codon, the shapes of the involved
structures are much more important than the charges,
because the anti-codon travels on a giant molecular spike
called tRNA. Each tRNA is approximately thirty times
larger than a codon. In fact, the bond energy between
mRNA and tRNA is not even strong enough to hold a tRNA
to its cognate codon, so other aspects of the molecule must
help pair and hold them.
This brings to light a simple question about tRNA
that I’m not sure has been answered: Why must they be so
damn big? I would answer it with the obvious: They don’t
work if they’re not. Of course this begs the question of why
smaller ones wouldn’t work, to which I give a variety of
answers based on the presumed functional requirements of
tRNA. They must be reliable, efficient, precise, versatile
and most importantly, they must be temporary. If a tRNA
bonds permanently with a codon then it cannot properly
perform its function in translation. From this perspective I
can see how all of these functional requirements benefit in
one way or another by the relatively large size of tRNA. It
was initially counter-intuitive that they should be so big;
however, size is but one way that tRNA has been
underestimated.
Probably because of the logistical problems created
by the surprisingly large relative size of tRNA, the process
of putting two amino acids together is about eighty times
slower than the process of hooking two nucleotides in DNA.
Remember also that there are many more tRNA flavors
than nucleotide flavors in a cell. Resolving one cognate
residue in a growing peptide chain takes about a tenth of
one second. While this seems like Flash Gordon to us, it
must be a glacial pace to any atom involved in the
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proceedings. From an atomic computational standpoint, it
is an abacus compared to a desktop computer.
There is one other fun numerical parallel that is not
obvious from the dodecahedral maps, but I will mention it
here anyway.
Each dodecahedral vertex shares a
tetrahedral symmetry with exactly six sets of four vertices
in the dodecahedron. The maximum number of codons
assigned to any amino acid is also six. From a symmetry
perspective, it would seem sub-optimal if more
assignments were made to a group than the number of
symmetry groupings available. The mysterious numbers
six and twenty in the genetic code might begin to make
sense within the light of dodecahedral symmetry.
Furthermore, the double helix, we now see, is a sequence of
dodecahedrons,
and
proteins
are
sequences
of
tetrahedrons. Molecular encryption requires that both sets
of molecules share a key, and this is an opportunity to
share a symmetry key.
The bottom line on the dodecahedron is that the
numerical structure of nucleotide triplets and codon
assignments is identical to the symmetry elements of a
dodecahedron. Coincidence?
We are becoming aware of some of the various
information carrying strategies that nature might use.
There are thousands of potential forms and places to look
for information in nucleotides. It is apparent that no form
of information can be isolated and removed from its
context, and some forms must serve multiple functions at
various levels. Regardless of the exact method of encoding,
genetic information can now be sought in multiple
nucleotide formats.
•
•
•
•

Sequence of nucleotides.
Blocks of nucleotides.
Sequence of nucleotide blocks.
Position of nucleotides within blocks.
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•
•

Position of nucleotide blocks.
Relationships between nucleotide blocks.

A natural encoding of molecular strings might take
advantage of one or more of these information carrying
tactics simultaneously. The patterns will only become
apparent to us when viewed at multiple scales, and this
non-linear approach can change the calculated entropy of
nucleotide strings. If an encoding strategy is using these
tactics, then our awareness of it will change our entropytracking studies of translation. The result of remaining
ignorant to nature’s encoding tricks is that upstream
entropies will be estimated too high, downstream entropies
too low, change in entropy too large, and AC of translation
too low. Therefore, the entropy calculations might actually
be useful in that seeming anomalies can uncover
unsuspected information in translation.
Calculation errors due to ignorance of encoding
strategies will likely cause a cascade of investigative errors
beyond the calculation of molecular string entropy.
Therefore, it is critical that actual encoding strategies are
determined. In plain English: If we don’t know what the
data means then we can’t figure out how it’s encoded. If
we can’t figure out how it’s encoded, we can’t figure out
how it’s translated. If we can’t figure out how it’s
translated, we can’t accurately study complex patterns of
translation.
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Five

Translate

We’ve seen some of the complexities of string translation,
but our tracking efforts run into some serious new
difficulties between mRNA and tRNA. Lulled to this point
by the relative permanence of molecular strings, this level
of translation shatters all illusions of simplicity. No
permanent, or even semi-permanent tRNA strings are
created between mRNA and protein, yet we know that
genetic information passes through this virtual string
during translation. At this level, we seem to lose the
benefit of uniform bonds, ones that can be considered
functionally equivalent in the string. It is therefore not
automatically valid that B = 1 in our calculations of string
entropy going forward. In fact, it is difficult to define
bonds between whole tRNA molecules in their virtual
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string, and therefore we will have trouble counting the
number and probability of all bond possibilities. However,
this seeming technical weakness might actually be the
natural engineering strength behind the molecular
strategy of string translation.
We will attack this problem in stepwise fashion,
first by locating all potentially relevant points of molecular
interaction through the tRNA virtual string. We will then
try to get a handle on all of the possible discrete
interactions, their probabilities, and maybe even their
outcomes. Having done so, we can develop a method to
estimate the range of finite states of the system, and take a
measure of the entropy contained in a tRNA virtual string.
From this perspective, the entropy of the tRNA string is
the sum of all states of the translation mechanism, while
taking account of the probability of all potential states
during the translation process. There are at least seven
points of interaction that potentially carry finite state
information in the mechanism.
As we explore this mechanism it becomes perfectly
clear that organic computers are miraculous achievements
of nano-technology. The elegance, efficiency and precision
of these molecular translation machines are truly
awesome. The fact that man has been able to explore these
processes at a molecular scale is equally awesome.
However, there are still many details yet undiscovered.
The broad strokes have been laid down, and from them we
can draw a map for new places to search for more details.
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Figure 13
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

mRNA-rRNA interaction
mRNA-tRNA interaction
tRNA-tRNA interaction
tRNA-amino acid interaction
amino acid/amino acid/rRNA interaction
amino acid-polypeptide interaction
polypeptide-rRNA interaction

We will use this thumbnail sketch as a roadmap in
our search. The formula for string entropy is still valid,
even if tRNA never forms a permanent molecular string.
The IBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBI pattern manifests through
time.
The value of ‘I’ equals the number of tRNA
molecular states expressed in a given organism. The value
of B will be determined by a composite of potential factors,
seven of which are identified above. Any of these factors
might serve as an entropy eraser in the process. In other
words, if any of these factors removes choices or
uncertainty, then it removes information from the string.
If this is shown to be the case, then calculations of entropy
and AC can plummet at this level of translation. However,
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if gene string entropy is to be conserved or expanded at
this level, it presumably must pass through via some
combination of these factors.
The entire translation mechanism at this level is
founded upon a ribosomal RNA base. This family of
molecules has the potential to physically influence the
state of the apparatus at perhaps three distinct points.
Unfortunately, I am not adept enough with rRNA to
speculate on the precision of these critters, other than to
say that any of these rRNA interactions has the potential
of eliminating or adding spatial information into
polypeptide strings. If the string entropy is reduced at this
level, the precise mechanism, and the benefits to the
organism from this wasting of information should be
described. We have proclaimed dogmatic faith that string
entropy must fall here, yet we’ve failed to prove it.
Conversely, the majority of the evidence at larger scales
should lead us to infer that this molecular complex
somehow actually facilitates optimal translation of string
entropy.
Besides rRNA, there are at least four additional
interactive factors to consider at this level of translation.
We will start with the interaction between mRNA and
tRNA. This is known as codon anti-codon base pairing. It
typically occurs at triplet nucleotide intervals, but there
have been creative suggestions for alternatives to triplets,
which we will conveniently ignore here. However, I will
point out an entertaining scientific oxymoron. When a
single triplet is somehow inadequate, information derived
from nucleotides around the triplet is used.
This
phenomenon has won the name ‘codon context’. It is a
term like ‘sub-atomic’ because the term ‘atom’ was
supposed to stand for that which is indivisible. Subatomic?
The term ‘codon’ is supposed to stand for
something that is linear in only one dimension of meaning.
How could a codon need a context let alone have one?
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The first order of business is to describe the discrete
parameters of the mRNA-tRNA triplet interaction. The
mRNA alphabet, like DNA, is mostly composed of four
symbols; however, the tRNA alphabet contains several
additional oddball symbols. Furthermore, the pairing
rules rely heavily on nucleotide position within the triplet.
Fortunately, most of the new tRNA nucleotides appear to
have no impact on translation rules, but one oddball
nucleotide in particular seems to have a large impact.
Inosinate (I) is a nucleotide added to the tRNA encoding
alphabet, and it speaks mostly from the third position of a
codon.
Primarily because of the addition of inosinate to
coding triplets, there are many more degrees of freedom
created in the third nucleotide position of anti-codons.
There must be new rules for these nucleotides when they
pair with mRNA. This is a phenomenon called ‘wobble’
and the third nucleotide position in a triplet has come to be
known as the wobble position. The rules for translation of
the first two nucleotide positions appear to be identical to
the equivalent rules of DNA replication, but the rules for
the third position must be expanded because of wobble.

Pairing Rules for Wobble Position
Codon

A
G
C
U

Anti-Codon
U or I
C or U or I
G or I
A or G or I
Table 3

Therefore, according to wobble rules the string IC
will increase by 250% in translation from mRNA to tRNA.
This is true because the population of anti-codon triplets is
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two-and-one-half times larger than the population of
corresponding mRNA triplets. To visualize this, imagine
the nucleotide inverting octahedral die we developed
earlier.
We can consecutively invert the first two
nucleotide positions with this die, but the third position
requires a larger, more complicated die, one with two-andone-half times more faces. The octahedron has eight faces,
so now we need 8 x 2.5 = 20, an icosahedron. This is the
epitome of increased information content.
Another distressing implication of these rules is
that they will require a new map.
There are four
nucleotides capable of generating sixty-four codons with
mRNA, but there are five nucleotides capable of generating
160 triples with tRNA. At the very least, we need a map
showing the correlation of mRNA, tRNA and amino acids,
but ideally, we should have a map between tRNA pairs and
peptide bonds in a folded protein. We might assume that
these maps are shortcut equivalents, but I suspect that in
reality they are not.
Of course, there are many possible ways for any
given organism to decrease the actual entropy of a
molecular string. The simplest strategy in the face of this
obvious increase in triplet choices is to somehow eliminate
valid tRNA from the organism. Perhaps the organism
never creates these extra molecules to begin with, or
perhaps they are suppressed to some degree. A nonexpressed potential tRNA can contribute nothing to the
actual entropy of a tRNA string, because it has zero
probability of finding its way into the string. This strategy
will, however, decrease the AC of that organism’s
translation mechanism, because the IC is automatically
increased by wobble.
It should now be suspected that organisms starting
with different genomic entropies per nucleotide, and
expressing different tRNA populations cannot share
encoding and translation strategies, and therefore cannot
share codes. It is easy to see that unless all entropies per
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nucleotide and all tRNA populations are universal, then
the genetic code cannot be universal either. Most folks
seem historically content to ignore this point, and they also
ignore tRNA’s role in the cryptographic logistics of
translation. But it is important enough to reiterate: The
logistical code employed by all organisms on this planet,
whatever it is, cannot be universal unless tRNA
populations between organisms are also functionally
universal. The rules of translation must change with
changing populations of molecular translators.
The falsity of the premise of a universal code has in
fact been proven many times. It is obviously demonstrated
by studies of non-canonical codes, ones causing ‘nonstandard’ correspondence between codons and amino acids.
I go one step further and say that changing codon usage
and tRNA populations is also changing the code. It is now
rather common for a group of humans to put human
nucleotide sequences into bacteria and find sub-optimal
translation.
The protein function and yield can be
dramatically improved by inserting ‘silent mutations’ so
how silent is that? How synonymous are these codes?
From the perspective of organic computing, the
relevant questions now involve the various advantages and
disadvantages of different codes and the strategies they
employ. Due to the role of tRNA in translation, code
variations between organisms might be much larger than
originally suspected.
Perhaps these questions will be answered
elsewhere, but here we can finally recognize an incredible
historic irony. Wobble rules, like Gamow’s triangle code,
were originally proposed as, and are still touted as entropy
reducers. They are in fact string entropy increasers. We
have once again confused the nature of something with
how it might be used. An aluminum can that holds 250ml
of liquid is just that. We might choose to fill it with 100ml,
or anything less than 250ml, but it doesn’t change the
nature of the can. Wobble rules apply to the definition of
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an anti-codon, not a codon, and because of wobble, anticodons are defined by a set of 160 symbolic triplets. The
number of triplets actually used by an organism does not
change the total number of triplets provided by the set.
Wobble was proposed as a mechanism to reduce
coding choices, but it actually expands them. Wobble also
gives each organism more degrees of freedom in selecting
its own code. This is another example of investigators
bringing an agenda to their investigations and missing the
point. They apparently tried to force ‘The Code’ to be
simpler and less functional than it intends to be. The
adage is true, nature is always more clever than we are.
Wobble rules can be used in conjunction with other
mechanisms to reduce string entropy, but they will require
additional strategies and secondary mechanisms within an
organism to do this. These mechanisms will drive down
the AC of string translation in organisms that use them,
unless they somehow combine with correspondingly low
genomic entropies. Wobble rules alone automatically lead
to an increasing IC calculation through this level of string
translation.
Another interesting question is created by these
curious wobble rules: If more than one tRNA triplet is
available to pair with a single mRNA triplet, what
criterion is available to chose the triplet that actually
pairs? Is it simply a random form of first come first serve?
Clearly, additional rules of some sort are required, but
where might we find them? One potential answer lies in
the interaction between tRNA molecules at the ribosome
during translation. We might rightly perceive this as a
temporary bond between two tRNA molecules. There is
currently little investigative interest, and therefore sparse
data on potential rules for tRNA interaction, but
presumably these interactions could be used to resolve this
sticky question of suddenly ambiguous mRNA triplets. If
two or more tRNA molecules are available to pair with an
mRNA triplet, then the choice of which one to use could be
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made based on rules of interaction with the previous tRNA
in the string.
Since tRNA molecules are composed of nucleotides,
presumably the rules will somehow be based on nucleotide
interactions. Since these particular rules, if they exist, are
presently unknown, we can hardly use them in our current
calculations of entropy. However, a cataloging of tRNA
populations might bring us closer to finding them. In a
complicated molecular world now without a universal code
and suddenly with ambiguous codons, I predict that tRNA
populations will take on a whole new importance.
For accurate calculations of tRNA string entropy,
interaction rules between tRNA must be sought for each
organism to confirm either their absence or existence, and
their ranges of behavior. More importantly, if valid tRNA
rules exist to resolve questions of triplet ambiguity created
by wobble, then they could potentially also resolve triplet
ambiguity without wobble. In other words, wobble is not a
requirement of codon ambiguity. There could be two
different tRNA molecules that share the same anti-codon
in a single cell. In this case, tRNA interactions could also
resolve this sort of codon ambiguity during translation.
It was assumed initially that organisms would only
use wobble to drive down their tRNA populations. At one
point not too long ago, we expected to find only thirty-one
tRNA in an optimized population. The linear paradigm
says that tRNA populations are built for redundancy,
through which they achieve wholesale wasting of genetic
information.
Therefore, the number of tRNA should
shrink, not grow. However, I am told that man is scouring
the human genome and has so far identified one thousand
‘genes’ for tRNA molecules. I am also told that we
presently have no way to know precisely how many of
these tRNA genes actually get expressed, and we certainly
have no way to know the exact number of tRNA flavors
swimming in the soup of seventy-five trillion human cells.
The count is complicated by the fact that tRNA molecules
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are frequently modified post-transcription. Regardless, if
we are to count all of the tRNA morphologies in any single
cell and our count should rise above sixty-four - or even one
codon shares two tRNA - the linear paradigm explodes. At
least one codon will be ambiguous with respect to its anticodon. If so, we must search for the organic algorithm that
resolves the codon ambiguity, and then we must precisely
determine its impact on translation.
My guess is that we will soon definitively prove and
finally accept the concept of ambiguous codons, because it
is silly to believe otherwise. The monstrous alternative is
to prove a negative.
Good luck.
It would take a
tremendous effort to prove such a reality, and a much
larger effort by nature to create and enforce such a reality.
Why would it ever want to?
Again, the expectations of wobble were based on the
paradigm of an exceptionally quiet genetic language, but
the genetic code proves itself more boisterous every day.
Wobble rules – right out of the box - take the tRNA range
not from 64 to 31 but from 160 to 31. This transition not
only opens up a large degree of coding freedom, but it
necessitates codon ambiguity. Once ambiguity exists, a
mechanism to deal with it must also exist, and that
mechanism, random or not, can be leveraged to expand the
language still further. Wobble can serve as a genetic word
expander and reducer simultaneously. Through wobble
rules and the selection of tRNA populations, each organism
has the freedom to pick and choose its own set of words.
These tRNA interactions present a potentially large
set of combinatorial rules with a staggering number of
potential molecular choices. The IC of a tRNA string could
actually become enormous. An organism with a simple
genome can be expected to select a simple set of tRNA
words. An organism with a complex genome will probably
have a more complex set of tRNA. An organism that has
special needs, say a thermophile, can be expected to have a
special set of words in its language to meet those needs,
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words that perhaps enhance the formation of disulfide
bridges.
The final factors in determining the entropy of a
tRNA virtual string lie in the specific interactions of tRNA
and the polypeptides they translate.
The rules of
association between tRNA and amino acids seem rudely
monotonous. Each amino acid interacts with the exact
same tRNA nucleotide triplet, a CCA sequence tacked on a
floppy tail at the back of the molecule. This means that
sets of molecules, and mechanisms beyond triplet
interaction are in play, and they must be genetically
determined as well. We will not visit those rules here, but
the situation does shed light on the mystery of mRNA NOT
nucleotide triplets.
Amino acids never interact with
mRNA; they interact with tRNA, and therefore the anticodon is the unit of assignment as far as an amino acid is
concerned. Even so, an amino acid interacts with an anticodon only through mediation by other molecules that
physically separate it by great distances from the anticodon. As far as any amino acid is concerned, there is only
one nucleotide triplet – CCA. Codons pair with anticodons. tRNA pair with mRNA and other tRNA during the
process of joining amino acids via peptide bonds.
We must remember that the virtual tRNA string is
ephemeral, tethered between the semi-permanent strings
of mRNA and polypeptides. Any given state of the virtual
tRNA string is beholden to both the upstream and
downstream strings that bracket it in translation.
Therefore, the connection between tRNA and the
elongating peptide string can influence the state of each
peptide bond during its creation. On its face, this appears
to be a mechanism for translating uniform bonds into nonuniform bonds.
The precise rules by which it might accomplish this
are mostly lost on me, but the potential for this influence
exists. For instance, the state of the most recently created
peptide bond might influence the state of the peptide bond
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next in line. If there are salient constraints on the bond,
then they will announce their presence here. Of course, if
each peptide bond is somehow created in a functionally
identical state, like phosphodiester bonds, then this
question is automatically mooted. Furthermore, rRNA can
influence each finite state of translation by interaction via
an extended rRNA tube through which the growing
polypeptide must pass. rRNA also has a strong influence
during bond creation through an enzymatic function
known as peptidyl transferase. The jury is still out, but it
should be exciting to watch as the ballots get cast.
We have now broadly tracked string translation
from DNA to mRNA to tRNA. We developed general
techniques for asking basic questions about the string
entropy during each level of translation. Finally, we find
ourselves in a position to ask the critical questions about
translation of gene string entropy, because genetic
translation really springs to life at the level of the folded
protein. The information contained in a tRNA virtual
string is somehow, to some degree, transferred to a
polypeptide string.
From that point, the genetic
information performs its magic fully as a multidimensional molecular player in the complex game of
organic computation. At this level, stereochemistry of
proteins takes center stage. We have translated string
information from a form that places no importance on bond
differences to a molecular form with a primary importance
on bond differences.
The initial string entropy that begins in DNA seems
to be well preserved to this point. Perhaps it declines
through the tRNA level of translation, or perhaps it
actually expands. Mechanisms seem to be well established
to allow for either, but we might intuitively begin to
suspect that they are used for entropy expansion.
Regardless, passing the information baton to polypeptides
is a process that still remains shrouded in mystery.
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If we assume that there is no entropy contained in
the bonds of various strings through these levels of
translation, we can easily make an estimate of the string
entropy contributed solely by molecular identities from
DNA to polypeptides. Using the IC of a DNA nucleotide
triplet equivalent (TE) as a standard metric, we calculate
the following values.
Metric
TE in bits

DNA
6

mRNA
6

tRNA
7.2

A. Acid
4.2

Table 5
All of these values seemingly are maximums. The
actual entropy of DNA and mRNA triplets will be less
because of encoding bias. The entropy of amino acids will
change with non-uniform usage of amino acids, but the
entropy of tRNA might actually be significantly higher,
depending on the exact tRNA population and the existence
of a tRNA mechanism to resolve ambiguous mRNA
triplets.
Regardless of the actual values, the pattern is clear.
The entropy of molecular strings is conserved, perhaps
increased until the peptide dimension, where it falls
dramatically. This becomes more perplexing in light of
nature’s strategy for getting through these levels of
translation. She seems hell bent on expanding the string
entropy of translation via triplet symmetry and wobble.
This seems to be an irrational, devil-may-care approach to
information handling. But the situation is even more
severe than the table suggests; it merely demonstrates the
entropy leaked by the addition of a single amino acid – an
8-fold decrease from tRNA to amino acids – but we need at
least two TE’s to say anything genetically within a protein.
We are therefore more realistically looking at a 64-fold
decrease in string entropy with each peptide bond
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formation. No matter how you look at it, this is a massive
hemorrhage of information. The questions are, why does
string entropy fall so dramatically, and what happens to
that entropy?
There are many tenable explanations. It is possible
that the code has taken extreme measures to ensure high
fidelity translation over a potentially noisy channel. Even
if this is true, no error reduction algorithm has been
uncovered in the code to justify this extreme level of
information sacrifice. Prevention of primary sequence
substitution has proven to be a relatively trivial form of
error correction, although even this was likely selected for
to some degree in the genetic code. This merely serves as
another argument that the code actually is optimized in
one or more ways. It is also possible that the string
entropy is shunted off into epi-string space where it
somehow does useful work, but we have yet to identify any
such mechanism.
Also of note here, there is a computer axiom called
Landauers principle which states that it requires energy to
erase information. If huge chunks of nucleotide string
entropy are to be erased during translation, is there a
corresponding energy requirement to ensure its erasure?
But the questions of an entropy leak in peptides
were presupposed by the premise that string entropy is
unaffected by bond information. In other words, we
supposed that as far as the possible states of a string are
concerned, the bonds between molecules have no impact,
because they are uniform. This might be true up through
the dimension of peptide bond formation, but at some
definite point after that, this premise obviously becomes
false. The final state of a protein is intimately linked to
the state of the peptide bonds that define it. Regardless of
how they traveled to their particular state, their ultimate
state contributes to the actual entropy of the protein. In
other words, amino acid sequences with non-uniform bonds
have higher entropy than amino acid sequences with
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uniform peptide bonds. That entropy must come from
somewhere. The missing string entropy might actually be
translated somehow from molecular sequence into bond
sequence.
Using the simplest possible logic, if string entropy
falls during translation, then formation of the primary
sequence of amino acids must provide a mechanism to
erase it from nucleotide string precursors.
Just as
logically, there must be another mechanism to put entropy
back into the peptide sequence before the protein reaches
its folded state. We can therefore at least recognize that
we are inquiring about two separate, unknown molecular
mechanisms. Perhaps nature will forever conceal this
secret from our prying eyes, but it is still a puzzle why she
should work so hard to create an excess of necessary
resources only to throw them away just before they are
needed. There are many possible explanations, but we
must have an explanation for this disappearing and
reappearing string entropy.
The quaint notion that
sequence universally and inevitably leads to structure of
late seems rather impotent, experimentally.
Something beyond sequence is in play, but what is
it? Whatever it is, it is a dimension of protein information
in addition to the sequence dimension, so the code cannot
be one-dimensional through this level. There must be a
way to account for the genetic information involved in
decoding nucleotide strings at this most basic level. I will
use some additional computer pseudo-code styled after the
BASIC language to further illustrate this point.
Consider an object model in computer code. Each
object is capable of carrying attributes and performing
functions. The 1950’s version of a codon object was that a
triplet is capable of carrying an amino acid attribute and
nothing else.
This is the simplicity behind a onedimensional paradigm.
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Codon(CGU).AminoAcid = Arginine
Codon(CGC).AminoAcid = Arginine
Codon(CGA).AminoAcid = Arginine
Codon(CUC).AminoAcid = Leucine
Codon(UCU).AminoAcid = Serine
Theoretically, once the codons have delivered their
information payload to the primary sequence, investigators
could simply throw away the nucleotide sequence - and so
they did for twenty years. The extreme redundancy of this
code model caused a tremendous entropy suck; but hey,
this stuff is simple. Then a funny thing happened on
man’s way to dominion: the paradigm failed. The much
vaunted primary sequence proved insufficient to deliver
the next information payload in translation, so now we
have back-peddled into mostly restoring the nucleotide
sequence in current investigations, but the faulty
paradigm is kept!
There are many problems caused by additional
dimensions of nucleotide information.
The first is:
nucleotides are functionally not just codons. We have
made quite a big rhetorical deal out of differentiating genes
from “junk” DNA, and codons from regulator sequences,
but these are false choices. They come from a linear world
of fantasy that does not track with reality. Nucleotides are
nucleotides, genomes are genomes, and they each perform
many functions simultaneously. Mutation, recombination,
splicing, editing and amplification are informative
realities. For instance, some triplets function as codons
and splice sequences. Like encrypted messages in digital
images, we ignore any form of nucleotide message at our
peril; so again, the first job of any decoding project is to
determine the form of the message. Nucleotides encode
genetic information individually and in blocks, not just
blocks of three but many different sized blocks at larger
and larger scales. We can keep the triplet motif while
examining genomes, but triplets must pull more than
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codon duty.
The triplet object might actually look
something like this:
Triplet(UUC).Message = Codon
Triplet(UUC).Message = Splice
Triplet(UUC).Message = SignalPeptide
Triplet(UUC).Message = Regulator
Triplet(UUC).Message = Codon&Splice
Once the triplet object inherits a Codon
functionality, it then passes information through mRNA to
tRNA, not amino acids. At this stage the single dimension
of amino acid assignment falls by the wayside. tRNA are
robust populations of translators, not mute conduits of
compressive transfer. Perhaps we should allow the ‘t’ in
tRNA to now stand for translator RNA instead of transfer
RNA. Furthermore, it is now clear that the triplet
information alone is not enough to resolve an ambiguous
codon.
Codon(UUG) = tRNA(47)
This line of assignment will not work if UUG is
ambiguous with respect to available anti-codon choices.
The wobble rules mean that tRNA can be produced with
different cognate anti-codons, such as:
tRNA(47).AntiCodon = AAC
tRNA(31).AntiCodon = AAI
If it is the case that both of these tRNA show up in
the same cell, then a method of resolving this ambiguity
must be employed during molecular translation. I have
suggested that tRNA interactions can be used to resolve
this type of ambiguity, but somehow the codon object, or
information around it, must pass additional information to
the tRNA during its selection.
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Codon(UUG, 12) = tRNA(47)
Codon(UUG, 19) = tRNA(31)
Once a tRNA is selected, there are many possible
informative attributes for each tRNA.
Several have
already been proposed and investigated. Some of the
strongest candidates include rate of translation, and
fidelity of translation. In other words, ‘synonymous’ tRNA
substitutions can affect the rate and fidelity of peptide
translation. If this is so, and I believe it is, then we must
consider these as attributes of the translation mechanism.
We must also consider the impact these dimensions of
information have on translation. The most convenient and
likely objects for carrying these attributes are found in the
population of tRNA molecules.
The historically
acknowledged attributes of any tRNA are its anti-codon
and the amino acid assigned to it. These are supposedly
the only attributes or dimensions of information selected
by the codon, so addition of a single extra attribute will
destroy a one-dimensional paradigm.
tRNA(31).AminoAcid = Phenylalanine
tRNA(31).AntiCodon = AAI
tRNA(31).Rate = Slow
tRNA(31).Fidelity = Poor
tRNA(47).AminoAcid = Phenylalanine
tRNA(47).AntiCodon = AAC
tRNA(47).Rate = Fast
tRNA(47).Fidelity = Excellent
Now, by selecting a tRNA, the codon is selecting
many attributes in the translation process. These tRNA
attributes can be seen only as multiple dimensions of
information. Even if tRNA(X).Rate versus tRNA(Y).Rate
has only two equally probable choices, selection of the
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tRNA delivers one bit of information from the codon to the
translation process. But we already know that this much
is being delivered - and then some. We know that entire
protein folds and perhaps even human diseases can turn
on a ‘silent’ mutation.
Hypothetically, some of the
differences between information carried by objects selected
by a single codon might look as follows:
tRNA(31).ProteinClass = 2,765
tRNA(31).ProteinConcentration = High
tRNA(31).Disease = None
tRNA(31).TerminateTranslation = No
tRNA(47).ProteinClass = 4,123
tRNA(47).ProteinConcentration = Low
tRNA(47).Disease = Hirschsprung
tRNA(47).TerminateTranslation = Yes
To all of these attributes, or dimensions of
information with which we are familiar, I find it most
interesting that we might add elements of string entropy.
If this is possible, then it won’t be necessary to find a peeka-boo explanation for string entropy fluctuation through
translation.
We now have several philosophical options at the
protein level for attacking the problem of disappearing and
reappearing string entropy. Perhaps the apparent spatial
entropy in the final state of peptide bonds is an illusion,
and the precise sequence of molecular identities has one
and only one three-dimensional possibility. In this case,
there is no uncertainty to the final state of the sequence of
peptide bonds, and therefore each bond contributes nothing
to the entropy of the final state of the string. This is pretty
close to a classic interpretation of primary sequence being
synonymous with primary structure.
The second philosophical option implies that
perhaps there are two distinct, but entirely separate
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phases of peptide translation. The first phase follows a
precise set of identity rules to create a molecular sequence
of amino acids with zero entropy bonds, and shunts the
additional string entropy to storage in an unknown epistring form. The second phase of string translation then
follows a precise set of spatial-temporal rules operating
only on the sequence created by the first phase. Each final
bond state can be selected from a finite number of potential
choices. The exact choice is made by some unknown,
‘epigenetic’ molecular mechanism, presumably reading
blocks of amino acids to reference the appropriate rules of
peptide bond translation.
Both of these first two options are attractive in that
they are independent of any initial peptide bond
parameters. All peptide bonds are formed in a functionally
equivalent state.
One of these protein conformation
theorems is perhaps true, but we presently lack the
empiric proof to accept either of them.
A third philosophical option is that string entropy is
somehow translated into a peptide bond before the protein
folds. In other words, the final bond state is different from
the initial bond state, but the information, or instructions,
or even just clues for going from initial to final bond state
are partly, or completely contained in the peptide bond at
the time it is created.
We seem to be sure that the
peptide string is created in at least a relatively straight
conformation, and it subsequently becomes crooked. The
third philosophical approach asks: What if the initial state
contains arrows that point in the directions that the string
needs to choose in becoming the right sort of crooked?
The first two options can almost be seen as onedimensional in the sense that the only dimension of
information contained in peptide sequences is information
about the sequence of amino acids. There is no directly
available second spatial dimension of information capable
of identifying discrete differences in peptide conformations.
Under these two options the total number of functionally
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discrete bonds resolved by tRNA is four hundred (20 x 20 =
400). Each of the twenty standard amino acids can pair
with any of the twenty standard amino acids, but the
bonds are all functionally equivalent.
If peptide
conformations are created in a uniform fashion, then there
is no mechanism to translate or maintain spatial
information as it translates from nucleotides to amino
acids. Primary structure can be called linear in this sense,
because every set of two amino acids is always encoded
with only one choice of bond, regardless of the two specific
nucleotide triplets that created it.
Conversely, the third option would have the ability
to translate and maintain a dimension of bond information
beyond the sequence of two residues, and the total number
of discrete bonds identified by the code would be greater
than four hundred. If the code is shown to translate more
than four hundred discrete dipeptides, then it is proven to
be non-linear, and some extra bond entropy comes directly
from nucleotide sequences. If we consider the possibility
that each bond can influence the preceding and following
bond, then tRNA must account for the information of every
three-bond sequence. This means that the IC of a single
bond derives from twelve consecutive mRNA nucleotides,
which is 24 bits of information. It is unlikely that any
organism would require this fine of a fingertip control over
bond formation, but it does illustrate the vast potential
palette of bonds available to any organism.
For this third option to be possible, we must be able
to find physical methods for peptide bonds to hold the
spatial information, or directional arrows, as the bonds are
created. This is actually not so hard to do. Peptide bonds
are known for having discrete, relatively stable parameters
that define them.
The first parameter is the bond
conformation, which can be cis or trans. The second
parameter is the rotation angle on either side of the bond,
phi and psi. Steric properties of the two amino acids in a
peptide bond define the actual number of combinations
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these two angles can take, but there are three main
regions as defined by Ramachandran. These three regions
tend to correspond to structural domains in proteins.
These two parameters alone, peptide conformation and
rotation, seem to be sufficient to contain direction pointers
in a peptide string and guide its folding. Combined, they
can account for six major classes of peptide bonds.
The peptide bond has traditionally been thought of
as an analog structure of virtually limitless specifications.
However, it could easily be seen as a digital structure
requiring but a handful of specifications when it is formed.
The ‘straight’ polypeptide string therefore could be
perceived as a flexible sequence of bends and twists.
Specifying these parameters is well within the entropy
range passed by the tRNA virtual string. It seems to be a
simple matter of proving or disproving the existence of any
such arrows, because codon assignments have conveniently
laid the groundwork to employ larger block strategies to
encode the directional arrows into a polypeptide string.
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Figure 14
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Once a single triplet permutation has been specified
in a dodecahedron, all of the spatial relations of the
dodecahedron have also been described. Conveniently,
amino acids are tetrahedrons, and tetrahedrons are
subsets of dodecahedrons. There are one-hundred-andtwenty discrete tetrahedrons that can be identified by
dodecahedral face triplets, so each triplet has the capacity
to ‘mean’ one tetrahedron and its spatial orientation.

Figure 15
Two triplets have the capacity to ‘mean’ two
tetrahedrons and all of the spatial relations between them.
Therefore, the encoding sphere we visited earlier has both
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the capacity to identify twenty discrete residues, and the
capacity to identify all of the spatial relationships between
any two of them. This might be just a coincidence, but
then it would also have to be a coincidence that the double
helix of DNA is also configured as sequences of
dodecahedral symmetry, and the numerical structure of
codon translation is identical to the elements that make up
a dodecahedron. It is more likely that the symmetries are
the same because the spatial meanings are the same. Just
as nucleotide sequences are laid out in a shape not a line,
codon relationships reflect a solid not a grid. The shape of
the grid has never really been questioned, but the shape of
the double helix is to DNA and information storage what
the dodecahedron is to nucleotide relationships.
This cryptic geometry invites us to dive headlong
into crystal cryptography. In this case I believe we are also
actually dealing with steganography, where the form of the
message hides the existence of a meaning. It is like
putting a text message in a digital image – we expect to see
pictures, but the message is in text. If spatial information
is encoded in the double helix, then we expect to find some
form of spatial variation to carry it, and there seems to be
none. Each link in the DNA chain lines up more-or-less
like every other link, and there are always about ten links
for each complete rotation of the helix. Where is the
information in that?
To answer this question, it is helpful to consider a
case of hardcore text encryption called Enigma. A German
engineer invented the Enigma machine (looks much like a
typewriter) in 1918.
It was originally intended for
protection of military and commercial communications, but
its high price tag, and the outbreak of WWII forced Enigma
into German military service on an industrial scale. The
text produced by Enigma’s code was believed to be
impenetrable, but it was broken first by Polish, and then
by British intelligence. These achievements no doubt
shortened the war.
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Enigma employed a complex polyalphabetic
substitution cipher. In other words, each symbol mapped
to many potential sets of symbols, not just one set. It
therefore created non-linear, random appearing text. The
system, like all codes, requires that both the sender and
the receiver of messages share the same encryption key.
The secret of the cryptanalysts breaking the encoded
message was not just in getting their hands on a machine
but also in their ability to regularly find an encryption key
to use with the machine. It took a few clever insights and
consistent effort from thousands of cryptanalysts working
daily to do this.
The Enigma encryption key could assume a
fabulously large number of states, and it was methodically
changed each day. Additional message keys were overlaid
on each message, but these message keys paradoxically
helped break the code, because they served as code ‘cribs’.
Each new day required that the allies discover the daily
key, and so they created elaborate schemes for finding
keys. (I wish I had a way of finding my keys.) Even so, the
process was very time and labor intensive, and they didn’t
succeed each and every day.
However, they were
frequently able to find daily keys despite the non-linear
ciphertext. The messages retained structure on both sides
of the encryption process. For instance, a German general
at HQ could bark orders to a signalman, “tell Fritz that we
will attack at dawn!”
The signalman would input
unformatted letters of the message:
DEAR FRIT ZPLE ASEA TTAC KATD AWNS INCE RELY
GENE RALB ARKZ IEMA N
and the Enigma machine would transcribe the letters into
ciphertext:
OFZQ MHVP LACM GZCJ VKOG WYGO GRPF QDVB
AOFP USLX VEMD DTHI BNKO W
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The signalman in the field would receive the
message and insert the letters into another Enigma
machine set to the same encryption key. This machine
would output the decoded letters for formatting:
Dear Fritz,
Please attack at dawn.
Sincerely,
General Barkzieman
The message barked by the general and contained
in the decoded plaintext are both clear to native languagespeaking humans, and they contain patterns, but the
ciphertext is essentially random. This is the nature of
complex polyalphabetic substitution ciphers; they create
random ciphertext yet still carry meaning. Information is
preserved independent of the form of the message. Two
identical sequences of ciphertext could carry different
meanings, or two completely different sequences could
carry the same meaning. There is no apparent pattern in
the ciphertext itself, despite strong patterns on either side
of the encryption.
The genetic code behaves very much like an Enigma
machine in this regard. The primary sequence of amino
acids is polyalphabetic ciphertext, and each of the twenty
‘letters’ in the sequence can carry multiple meanings. The
messages of each codon and each amino acid are context
dependent, and they are carried in part by the many
attributes of the tRNA string that translate them.
Additional messages delivered by groups of codons might
be preserved in structures at the peptide level.
Several analyses of primary sequences find that
amino acids in proteins approach randomness across a
broad range of proteins. However, nucleotide sequences
have distinct structure, and the folded structures of
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proteins are highly conserved as well. Apparently, many
amino acid sequences can achieve the same structure, and
identical primary sequences can achieve more than one
structure. Therefore, the primary sequence is not the
message; the protein structure is the message.
At a higher level, the message might operate on a
single decision point in a cell. For instance, a lactate
molecule might need to be oxidized to pyruvate in
anaerobic conditions, and an enzymatic protein called
lactate dehydrogenase makes this decision. This protein,
like all proteins, is shape-dependant for its function. The
structure of lactate dehydrogenase is everything to its
function. Similarly, another protein in the same cell,
malate dehydrogenase, can have a remarkably similar
structure, and so it is not unusual that it performs a
similar function, except it oxidizes malate instead of
lactate. It is surprising, however, that these two proteins
can share virtually the same structure and function, but
share little if any of their primary sequence. Likewise,
several instances of lactate dehydrogenase in completely
unrelated species might share none of their sequence, but
all of their structure and function. For this reason,
evolutionary studies of protein phylogeny focus on
structure and function, or nucleotide sequence instead of
amino acid sequence. If the code is one-dimensional, and
that one-dimension is amino acid sequence, then why is
this dimension not maximally informative?
From
any
competitive
information-handling
standpoint, it really doesn’t matter how the job gets done,
just as long as lactate gets oxidized at the right time and at
the proper rate. Think of the translation of a protein, in
this case lactate dehydrogenase, as the ability to call an
organic subroutine.
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IF Oxygen = Low THEN Oxidize(Lactate)
FUNCTION Oxidize(Lactate) as Enzyme
Lactate = Pyruvate + Energy
END FUNCTION
The actual function could be coded in limitless
ways, so long as it performs reliably. The performance of
lactate dehydrogenase has certain spatial requirements; so
all instances of the protein will meet these requirements.
However, there are an infinite number of ways to skin a
function (computer programmers know this) and nature
has chosen to skin this particular function many different
ways. The genetic message ‘oxidize lactate’ passes through
primary sequence ciphertext on its way to being decoded
into protein structure. It is therefore the structural
patterns of these genetic messages that will lead us to the
encryption key being used by nature.
Enigma is an electro-mechanical device for
generating ciphertext. It relies on a variety of physical
mechanisms to achieve its goal. There are rotating wheels,
crisscrossing plug boards and symbol reflectors. Enigma
fundamentally does two things:
It defines multiple
alphabets, and it defines a complex sequence for using
these alphabets, but ultimately it delivers a message at
only one level. The Enigma encryption keys are defined by
the initial settings of these mechanisms. If two machines
share the same initial settings, they share the same
encryption key. What resources are available in nature
that can serve as initial settings for a genetic message?
Thomas Henry Huxley said, “The vital forces are
molecular forces.” The answer to our question must lie in
the shapes of the molecule forces involved. What else is
there? Consider an example of a very simple shape – a
circle. The encryption key shared by all circles is called π
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(pi ≈ 3.14159…). We can imagine a language of circles
that uses, say, four unit symbols, and we can assign each
unit a discrete whole value. By sequentially stringing
units together we can tell a story of circles carried in any
series of four-symbol alphabets that we chose.

Any arbitrary sequence of polygons can carry circle
information, independent of the circumference of the
polygon. The circumferences of the translated circles will
be irrational, but translation of our circle language
involves application of π (the encryption key for circles) to
every symbol in the ciphertext. More importantly, since all
of the symbols are rational whole numbers, the
relationship between any two symbols, or any reference
frame for all of the symbols together will always be a
rational expression that can be discretely resolved into a
circle. New symbols can be created.
This is the basic pattern of codes: discrete, rational
values in one form lead to discrete, rational values in
another,
despite
apparent
continuous,
irrational
randomness in the middle. The encoded sequence of circles
we create by applying π to each symbol can be made with
absolute or relative circle sizes. A single symbol can stand
for whole numbers 1 through 4, but consecutive symbols
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can stand for rational proportions, 1/2, 2/3, 4/1, etc. It
becomes polyalphabetic. The message itself might be
contained in nested hierarchical sequences of relative circle
sizes. Rational circles of 64 or 1/64 are easy to imagine in
our encrypted message. Regardless, the message can
travel in an infinite number of non-circular forms of
ciphertext, and any of these forms might appear irrational
because of the involvement of multiple alphabets and the
irrational key, π.
Most important, we can now witness an expansion
of information. The original sequence contains only four
informative symbols, but through combination and context
we create informative symbols that do not even exist in the
original sequence. Subsequent forms and sequences of
symbols can emerge in this system and contain rational
units of information relative to, but not contained in lower
levels. This is the essence of emergence and complexity
that underlies information expansion in our universe.
The planar, continuous nature of a circle does not
make it a good candidate for any sort of genetic encryption
key, neither does the monotonous uniformity of a sphere,
but three-dimensional regular solids have their own
common denominator called φ (phi ≈ 1.618…). I find it
curious that we are familiar with π, yet φ is mostly ignored
in formal education today. It has many names in addition
to phi, such as the golden number, golden mean, or golden
ratio. Many famous intellectuals from antiquity have
worshipped φ deeply, so it also carries the moniker ‘divine’
and perhaps the separation of church and state is keeping
it out of our schools. Like π it is simply an irrational
number, but it has hundreds of fantastic properties, too
many to catalog here. As an irrational number it is
claimed to be as irrational as any number can be. It is
interesting how sets of discrete numbers are plucked from
a sea of irrational numbers by dividing out the common
irrational components.
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Due to the versatility of φ, it shows up everywhere
in nature, from sub-atomic particles to spiral galaxies. It
truly is a universal unit of proportion, so it is not
surprising that it shows up in things that expand or grow,
like seashells, rosebuds, and rabbit populations. In fact, φ
is an intimate part of the Fibonacci series of numbers that
was first introduced to the world in a word puzzle
regarding numeric properties of expanding hypothetical
rabbit populations. I would find it surprising if φ did not
show up somewhere in the genetic code.
φ is useful for scaling growth systems and for
arranging three dimensional structures in their lowest
energy configurations, especially sequential growth
structures.
It is also a necessary component in
construction of regular structures with five-fold
symmetries, such as pentagons, and therefore it is
essential for construction of dodecahedrons. Remarkably,
all five regular solids have φ embedded somewhere in their
symmetry. It is not surprising then to find φ in crystal
structures, because crystals are the lowest energy atomic
growth configurations patterned on regular solids. Phi is
absolutely indispensable in the formation of pseudoperiodic crystals as well, because they are based on fivefold symmetries. But more importantly, φ is available as a
shared encryption key between all five regular solids. It
makes quick work of resolving a dodecahedral crystal
sequence into a sequence of tetrahedrons.
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Actually, all twenty vertices of a dodecahedron are
related to each other as whole multiples of φ, and all
regular solids are related subsets of dodecahedral
symmetry. Therefore, any regular solid can be resolved
with φ as a rational equivalent of a dodecahedral vertex.
This could be the cryptic explanation for why there are
only twenty amino acids in the standard set. In this way
every combination of two standard codon assignments can
have a rational absolute and relative meaning. In fact,
every sequence of twelve nucleotides can be precisely
resolved as twenty rational, overlapping triplets. This
sounds quite wacky, but not nearly so wacky as calling the
system meaningless and arbitrary, which is the case with
the linear paradigm. The terms ‘meaningless’ and ‘code’
are mutually exclusive, so it is not unusual to be told by
authorities that the genetic code is technically not really a
code. The Mad Hatter says, “A code is never a code, silly
girl, except when it is, of course.”
Admittedly, the fine art of finding φ everywhere is
often taken to absurdity, but in this case we are justified in
looking for it in the various physical levels of genetic
translation. Starting at the base, we can easily find φ in
the structure of the double helix, because the cross-section
forms a decagon. The radius to side ratio of a decagon
forms an isosceles triangle of proportion φ/1, known as the
golden triangle.

Figure 17
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This triangle is interesting for a number of reasons
that might be of importance in the larger scheme of things.
For instance, the golden triangle is combined with itself to
form one of the two basic Penrose tiles. It also can be used
to create its own inverse, of sorts. By scaling down the
golden triangle with φ and subtracting this from the
original we can create the golden gnomon, which is an
isosceles triangle of proportion 1/φ. Conveniently, two
golden gnomons combine to form the other Penrose tile. I
would argue that the two Penrose tiles are really just
scaled versions of each other, or combinatorial inversions
of φ. Therefore, merely by allowing combinations of an
infinite scaling by whole multiples of φ of this one triangle,
a surface can be entirely covered by an infinite variety of
shapes, periodic or pseudo-periodic - even pentagons. All of
the shapes will involve whole multiple angles of 36o, and
whole multiple side lengths of φ. They will inevitably
display elements of five-fold symmetry, so a system looking
for sand dollars, starfish, fingers and toes might soon pick
up on this mathematical curiosity.
Moving downstream in molecular translation, the
nucleotide message is passed through mRNA into tRNA,
and here we find another striking resemblance to a golden
triangle.

Figure 18
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These polynucleotide molecules are huge compared
to individual nucleotides, or triplets, but if we place a
golden triangle solid spike on a dodecahedron to represent
each anti-codon on the Rafiki map, we find an impressive
fit for an expanded icosidodecahedron.

Figure 19
I find it absolutely remarkable that any regular
shape can be found to symbolically represent tRNA
molecules on a comprehensive mapping of all codons. It is
one thing to realize that the real symbolic constraints of
codons are an exact match with the symmetry elements of
a dodecahedron, but it is another thing to discover that
tRNA shapes will extend the symmetry much further. It
gives us pause, during which we should consider the
question: Did codons make this shape, or did this shape
make codons?
If we let our imaginations flex their considerable
muscles, we can see a clever, self-contained erector set for
molecules, a platonic building system of blueprints,
building blocks and angle compounding dies. From an
engineering standpoint, it is perplexing that tRNA
molecules should be so large while codons and amino acids
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are so small. When the first inkling of the existence of a
functional molecule like tRNA was imagined, they were
given the name ‘adapters’. It was guessed that these
molecules were mirrors of codons, and that they were only
three nucleotides big. Although it turns out that tRNA
seem to be inordinately large for this role, their actual size
in and of itself is proof of nothing. However, it is
irresistibly fun to speculate about collections of really large
golden triangles mingling with sets of much smaller golden
triangles in some cryptic engineering project, optimized for
precision alignment of tiny tetrahedrons. It would be
fabulous if they actually turn out to be the spatial
amplifiers that they pretend to be.
Beyond this level of translation, downstream into
folded proteins, structures are highly conserved in a
surprisingly small number of shapes. The laws of form are
precisely what drove D’Arcy Thompson at the turn of the
century, and it has since been claimed that these conserved
protein structures can be broadly classified by the
symmetries they share with regular solids. Proteins love
to form regular solids when they auto-assemble in larger
numbers, so again we might find φ at this level. It is not
inconceivable then that φ is the shared element through
these various levels of genetic translation. At least it could
be used as an intellectual tool to analyze information as it
gets passed along and expanded in growing, organic
systems. Self-assembly at the smaller scales, such as
proteins and virus particles is a platonic game, but even
larger structures, such as radiolarian shells, have long
been known to have a fondness for platonic shapes.
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Again, striking numerical coincidences in codon
maps might prove useful. For instance, cis peptide bonds
are known to be functionally significant, and they perhaps
occur in some identifiable distribution.
Codon φ
relationships will also occur in rational φ pairings, so we
might correlate the two empirically. Recall the object
notation we used earlier.
Codon(UUG, 12) = tRNA(47)
Codon(UUG, 19) = tRNA(31)
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Each tRNA will inherit a rational multiple of φ from
its codon triplet. Since the two tRNA in the above example
share the same codon, they might have the same φ value.
tRNA(31).φ = tRNA(47).φ
However, they each follow a different tRNA in
translation as indicated by the parameter passed by the
previous codon. It is more likely that information will be
exchanged between tRNA as a result of the relative
properties of the tRNA. It is likely that φ1:φ2 will be
different in ambiguous cases, but both will still be rational.
tRNA(19).φ : tRNA(31).φ ≠ tRNA(12).φ : tRNA(47).φ
These kinds of discrete attributes can be carried by
tRNA size, shape, charge, or nucleotide sequence at key
points in the molecule. They would be extremely useful
tools for organic computers to efficiently run numerous
molecular computations. For instance, each molecule can
have a global pairing rule.
tRNA(47).will_pair_with = X
where X could be some rational relative property between
two tRNA:
X = φ1:φ2 = 1
X = φ1:φ2 < 1
X = φ1:φ2 > 5
Other key molecular decisions can be made on these
rational physical parameters:
IF φ1:φ2 = 64 THEN make cis bond.
BOND ROTATION = φ1:φ2 MOD 3
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The point is that the resolution of tRNA identity
during peptide bond formation is an obvious computational
opportunity. It is a way for life to expand and fortify the
genetic language. This type of new paradigm should start
to get the point across that genetic information is not
absolute and linear; it is relative and non-linear. It is
complex, not simple. If we want to query the multiple
dimensions of information carried in a single codon, we
need to provide some additional context with that codon,
including perhaps the organism, cell type, gene sequence,
and codon position in that gene, because all of that
information has relative value.
Some hypothetical
instances follow:
Codon(CGU, E.Coli, Any, 2543, 74).AA = Arginine
Codon(CGU, E.Coli, Any, 2543, 75).AA = NULL
Codon(CGU, Human, Liver, 2543, 74).AA = Arginine
Codon(CGU, Human, Liver, 2543, 75).AA = Arginine
Codon(CGU, E.Coli, Any, 2543, 75).Terminate = TRUE
Codon(CGU, Human, Liver, 2543, 75).Terminate = FALSE
Codon(CGU, E.Coli, Any, 2543, 75).Rate = SLOW
Codon(CGU, Human, Liver, 2543, 75).Rate = FAST
Codon(CGU, E.Coli, Any, 2543, 75).Bond = CIS
Codon(CGU, Human, Liver, 2543, 75).Bond = TRANS
Empirically, these are the types of behaviors that
we find in genetic translation, so it would behoove us to
begin speaking in these terms as we develop methods to
study the behavior. The idea of a synonymous codon in
this context is next to useless, since specific codons are not
even synonymous with themselves. The Mad Hatter says,
“things are always the same, except when they are
different, of course.” The correlation between codons and
amino acids has been grossly overplayed, and now we
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should begin to recognize the role this correlation actually
plays within the larger framework of computing genetic
information.
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Six

Compare

I

t is a deceptively simple question: Is the genetic code onedimensional or isn’t it? Choose. Let me frame it in clearer
terms. Do tRNA carry information in addition to their
amino acids which factors into the ultimate shape of a
protein? I think that any biochemist familiar with the
literature must conclude that they do. Therefore, a map of
the genetic code must include tRNA and their additional
dimensions of information, whatever they are.
The
spreadsheet in its classic form does not have these, and so
it cannot be an accurate map of our current knowledge of
the genetic code.
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Investigations regarding the entropy of a protein
string have historically been biased toward either of the
first two philosophies, the ones based on one-dimensional,
linear paradigms. They focus entirely on translation of one
dimension of information in the amino acid sequence prior
to protein folding. These approaches are tenuous at best,
but in any case they will require independent mechanisms
to achieve protein folding. This is therefore a doctrine
requiring two independent genetic codes, or one genetic
code and several independent sets of epigenetic rules of
immutable temporal-spatial logic.
The linear doctrine has led us to view genetic
translation as a process like stringing beads. We imagine
four colors of nucleotide beads, and twenty colors of amino
acid beads. Strings of DNA provide genetic information,
and the genetic code is charged with processing only
isolated three-bead combinations.
The code dutifully
threads predictable sequences of amino acids according to
the linear look-up table; and ‘post-translation’ the
polypeptide string undergoes a stepwise epigenetic process
of folding into secondary and tertiary structures. Folded
polypeptides aggregate into quaternary structures –
proteins – that interact with entire populations of proteins.
Somehow, protein swarms manage to define living
things, but by this time in one-dimensional translation the
direct influence of genetic information appears to be long
gone, and the voice of the genetic code can no longer be
heard. The redundant process of colored-bead translation
allows for “silent” mutations. Apparently the genetic voice
has exceptionally low volume, because there is a notable
exclusion of all discrete parameters between adjacent
beads on the string. Beads have a color, and colors are
simply adjacent to one another, but information in the
shape of each bead or how beads can be adjacent is not
considered in this model. This is tantamount to requiring
two separate processes, one that is compressive, and a
second shape-generating process that is epigenetic –
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beyond the code. The first process must compress string
information, and the second process must re-expand it.

Figure 16
I favor the third philosophy regarding protein string
entropy. It is a philosophy in which genetic information
has many dimensions of meaning, and it is parallel
processed at many levels, in many forms, and in a nonlinear fashion through time. This approach at least allows
for a modified perspective on the traditional genetic
spreadsheet. Perhaps we can stop calling this restricted
slice of the process ‘The Genetic Code’.

Figure 17
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It is now common to talk of informative behaviors
and interactions in large populations of proteins as ‘beyond
the code’. The line has clearly been drawn between
genome and proteome in the linear model, but I suspect
that nature is ignorant of this line. This is, I believe,
another example of sloppy and harmful use of metaphoric
native language.
Nucleotides and proteins tend to
cooperate, and information mixing occurs.
Protein
sequencing, folding and interaction are all well within the
purview of a genetic code of translation. The dimensions
have become larger and more complex, but it is still genetic
information that is being translated, and it is encoded
somewhere in the double helix.
It would be more
appropriate to speak of being ‘beyond the spreadsheet’ but
we are clearly still within the code.
An alternative to the metaphor of round beads on
floppy strings is to consider polypeptides as a snug
sequence of tetrahedrons rotated on a flexible wire. Since
all amino acids are tetrahedral, and all peptide bonds link
the same two molecular constituents of adjacent
tetrahedrons (CH(-NH)(-C=O)-[C,H]), the peptide bond can
be digitally defined by the genetic code with information
already at hand. Variations between similar discrete bond
types will also be seen in the flexibility of each specific
residue pair. This variation will also depend on the
orientation of the two residues, as well as the parameters
of the bonds on either side of them.
The specific identities of any two amino acids
participating in a peptide bond will have a large impact on
their dynamic flexibility. For instance, Proline–Proline
will be like a welded latch, whereas Glycine–Glycine will
be like a swivel, and Proline-Glycine will be a hybrid. In
this sense, the primary importance of consecutive amino
acid identities is in the properties they impart on the bond
between them. The peptide bond sequence is the unit of
primary importance in a protein, not the sequence of
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residues. If specification of more than just the bonding
partners is translated during bond formation, then the
genetic code can account for the huge apparent loss of
string entropy. There would be no need to search for a
mysterious universal rule table for the spatial blindfolding
of sequences. Hopefully, we will eventually drop the idea
of codons being synonymous with functionally different
codons, and also drop synonymous definitions of structure
and sequence when it comes to proteins.
The code
structure and its translation apparatus gives the
appearance of a mechanism that, at least at one time, was
useful in translating the relevant information of entire
peptide bonds rather than just amino acid sequences.
Presumably, the genetic entropy of cells, organisms
and species operates within and between larger diversified
dimensions. Regardless of the actual mechanism employed
by nature, it will behoove us to define terms, create
protocols, and collect empiric data to resolve some of these
curiosities and complexities. It will be helpful to have a
consistent theoretical framework to guide our work, and
this is where philosophy will play a role. If we believe
certain trends or features in genetic information won’t be
found, we are likely to not even look for them. This
appears to be the case, because there are certain basic
features to any genetic system that have heretofore not
even merited much mention, and certainly no organized
search.
A broad philosophy of computational logic behind
development and usage of the genetic code is missing from
our current explanations. Also conspicuous by its absence
from the literature is the notion that stereochemistry plays
any sort of role in ‘The Genetic Code’. Whereas one might
expect a famous disproof of this concept, it is the dog that
didn’t bark. String entropies, including bond entropies,
seem to be potentially useful measures as well, and merely
identifying and counting finite string states at each level of
translation in multiple organisms would be enlightening
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no matter what strategy a genetic system employs. At
least we could take basic measures of the encoding and
translation strategies employed from one organism to the
next, and these can provide some insight into nature’s
broader linguistic patterns.
There is an important fundamental point to this
whole exercise that seems to have been politely ignored for
several decades: When we talk about the genetic code we
are talking about cryptology. After all that’s what codes
are; they are ways to encode meaning and then decode it
into another form so that information passes from one
entity to another. For two parties to encode and decode
information they must share a key. The key serves as a
pattern to put information into a vessel, and it likewise
serves as a pattern to get the information back out. Both
parties must have the same key. The spreadsheet is no
doubt a small part of a genetic translation key, but it is
certainly not the entire key. It is not an accurate map of
the genetic world of information. Like finding one wheel of
an Enigma machine; it is good, but it is not enough to
break the code. We must remember, the genetic code is
just that – a code.
Humans can talk about abstract things, like codons,
refer to a spreadsheet, and find the amino acid meaning in
an otherwise meaningless grid, but a molecule cannot.
Even if it could, it is a stretch to imagine how a molecule
could put together a one-dimensional spreadsheet, then
distribute and police such an arbitrary key. The words
‘meaningless’ and ‘code’ are not compatible, yet we have
little compunction when we use them in conjunction with
theories of genetic translation.
Furthermore, a troublesome biological paradox
arises when one tries to claim that life’s tactics are
efficient, logical and based on change; yet all life uses a
single, inefficient genetic code that accidentally arose and
is now frozen. We are told that it is absolutely prevented
from changing by a mysterious and powerful ‘functional
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imperative’. What force could possibly hold this power over
unruly nature?
And that’s just the first of two
evolutionary problems that come with the linear package.
The second is that once we’ve stipulated a frozen accident
as the basis of a meaningless code, we must then explain
how it got here. Getting it and freezing it are separate,
gigantic problems for evolutionary biology. To meet these
requirements, the frozen accident motif has added a
chapter in intergalactic science fiction called panspermia.
The attraction is easy to see… not.
The theory of
panspermia holds that life originated elsewhere and
somehow found its way to earth. I give them points for
creativity, but the idea is vacuous in that it merely
displaces the original problem, and then creates several
new ones. The rationale behind panspermia is that since
the code is complex and changeless, it must have landed on
earth whole cloth, booking passage on a meteorite,
perhaps. Once it landed here in all its glory, the code
found little need to change. Apparently, even before it got
on the space rock it was perfectly suited for this planet and
all its living niches throughout time.
This sounds
strangely like the first book of Genesis, so I shall steer
clear of any more mention of it here.
I am reminded of a story my dad told me. A young
boy asks an old man what holds the world up in the
heavens. The old man tells the boy that the world sits on
the back of a giant turtle. Naturally, the boy asks what
holds up the turtle. The old man says that it is another
turtle. Again, the boy wonders what is under the second
turtle. The old man says, “That’s just it, son, it’s turtle’s
all the way down.” We will inevitably have similar turtle
questions and answers about every aspect of nature. With
regard to the genetic code, the first turtle question is: why
are there four nucleotides, grouped in threes,
corresponding with twenty amino acids, all of which are Lisomers? The first turtle, I think, is because we need four
colors to map the twelve faces of a dodecahedron, so that
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we can resolve twenty vertices independent of the
sequential three-face groupings, and there are only two
ways to do it. After that, it’s turtles all the way down.
The origin of any one-dimensional key for genetic
encoding is quite a puzzle. Conversely, nucleotides and
peptides already share a key called symmetry. They share
not one-dimensional but multi-dimensional symmetry. In
this context, it seems more likely that all of the
participating molecules eventually arrived at the party
with the same key, one that was at hand. There were
probably no prior special arrangements, only post-facto
computations. Sets of molecules all speaking the same
language are bound to be the best communicators. Nature
is impressive in her ability to consistently find good
solutions to organic problems.
An aggressive search
algorithm, such as natural selection, certainly would be
capable of finding those sets of molecules that are superior
communicators.
The intellectual benefit to us of finding a forced,
logical, shared encryption key is that we would no longer
need to explain universal accidents of inefficiency, and
then explain the process by which they become eternally
frozen. Evolution is primarily about optimization through
diversity and change, not freezing. Within the framework
of evolutionary biology, the observed near universality of a
genetic code on earth is more likely an example of an
analog structure than it is an example of a homolog.
Nature is good at planting forced moves for organic
computers to find. For instance, if you’re gonna see, you
better find an eye. Life gravitates to forced logic, but it is
hard to understand how life can be forced to stick so well to
an arbitrary system of inefficient information usage. If
you’re gonna live, you better find a code – a damn good one,
because you’re gonna compete with others. The codes we
see now are probably the result of convergence rather than
freezing. The gravity of optimization keeps them grouped
together. With the strong symmetry in the known code,
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and the encoding power that the symmetry brings, it is
likely that symmetry keys will be popular choices among
many organisms. It is also pragmatically useful to share
coding components between organisms. A body’s gotta eat.
If the genetic spreadsheet is a meaningless,
arbitrary cipher, then it is difficult to imagine how it could
arise, let alone continue to perform any form of
computation. In a strong sense cells compute proteins into
their final conformations.
This sounds like pure
determinism, but there are several shades of determinism
to consider. It is not a process like bingo, which is purely
deterministic, where random strings of meaningless
numbers are sequentially called, and then the
metaphysical universe makes use of them. Each block of
nucleotides was in some way computed when it went into
the string, and it is computed for multiple meanings in
multiple dimensions when it is read out in translation.
More importantly, the universe is also computing the
options available to organic codes for computational
processes. The most efficient and effective algorithms are
going to be the most competitive algorithms, so we must, in
our imaginations, let them compete.
The algorithms that compute proteins have been
shown in various ways to conserve structure but not
sequence. In many regards the sequences of amino acids
through time are virtually random, but the structures of
proteins are highly conserved. These limited types of
structures surely represent the most efficient and effective
protein computational algorithms.
But they are
algorithms of sequence, structure and function, not just
sequence.
Rather than numbers in a bingo game, consider the
puck in a game of ice hockey. The puck can exist in many
states, and each state has a meaning that feeds the
computation of future states. The state of the puck can be
fully described by a sparse sequence of spatial parameters
through time, obeying the laws of classical Newtonian
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mechanics.
Any single state can change meaning
depending on its context. Two identical puck states, based
on physical parameters alone, can have vastly different
meanings to the whole. The puck can be stationary, out of
play in the stands, or in the hands of an official. It can be
on the ice whizzing around in play, or caught in one of two
nets. The actual state of the puck is dynamically computed
by the game, and it is computed in both time and space.
Now consider the state of the game itself. It includes not
just the players and officials, but the facility, equipment
and fans. Computing the state of the game is also
mysteriously influenced through the minds of participants,
and thereby a whole league of teams, and games that have
already been played, as well as those yet to be played. The
information content of a simple physical object in a
common sporting event seems layered, extended, and
tremendously complex. Vastly smaller, stable carbon
complexes share these properties with hockey pucks.
In fact, the whole state of any hockey game is
influenced by a multi-dimensional system, which in turn
influences the state of the puck. Computing the state of
the puck relies on computing the state of the game. They
are both far different enterprises than tracking an
arbitrary string of numbers in a meaningless game of
Bingo. The die in Bingo is completely cast by a string of
numbers merely awaiting the dance of lady luck. Any
game of Bingo can be perfectly simulated on the puniest of
computers. Laplace might argue that the right computer
can predetermine the state of a hockey puck as well, but I
disagree. An actual hockey game is probably the only
computer in the universe capable of precisely determining
the state of a hockey puck through a game. The time
before the game is played is a puck embryo waiting to be
translated into a game.
The computations done by
networks of organic computers are more like hockey than
bingo. More like a computer simulation of the weather,
with shades of accuracy and detail, organic computers are
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non-linear and dynamic, exquisitely sensitive to the
interdependence of all conditions. They are not random;
they are, from our perspective, chaotic and complex, but
deterministic in some sense.
My view, obviously, is that the linear paradigm of
genetic translation is so clearly flawed that we should
discard it and all of its dysfunctional language. We should
look at the considerable evidence before we chose between
a one-dimensional model and a many-dimensional model.
1. Nature operates on shapes, and she always acts on
the four dimensions of space and time.
2. Numeric relationships of the genetic language fit a
symmetry model.
3. Codon, anti-codon and amino acid assignments are
optimized for information expansion.
4. Genetic information actually expands during
translation.
5. Known physical mechanisms of storage, replication
and translation are based on shared regular
geometry.
6. Experimental
observations
at
every
level
consistently refute a one-dimensional, linear
paradigm of translation. The system therefore
cannot presently be described in any simplistic way.
7. Nucleotides and proteins show clear structure, but
amino acid sequences appear essentially random.
8. Our understanding of digital computers and
networking has far outstripped the quaint
computational metaphors of biology in wide use
today.
Our computers have undergone a tremendous
upgrade, and it’s about time for an upgrade of our
biological metaphor as well. While we’re at it, we might as
well polish up our maps, and we can even consider
upgrading the map to a globe. Computers no longer blink
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and whirl, and paper data tape suppliers are probably out
of business. Perhaps it is time to let go of the illusion, and
stop yearning for a model of genetic translation at any
level that is simple, universal, one-dimensional and linear.
This litany of restrictive terms has been a security blanket
far too long, and abandoning them will free us to make a
more creative investigation of natural encoding strategies.
We can at least begin to apply more appropriate labels to
the data and models that we already have.
The entire genetic translation system is a multidimensional network of molecules, and perhaps the genetic
spreadsheet, or the entire genetic code is also. If genetic
translation actually involves a dynamic network of
symbols, then it has a dynamic network of meanings as
well. No symbol should be removed from its context;
otherwise the meaning of the symbol will erroneously
change. Consider the noun ‘ball’. It has many potential
meanings and one obvious meaning, but this does not
make the word synonymous with the thing it describes.
Out of the context of the language, the word is nothing but
a glyph or a sound. This is true of all languages, in all
systems. A codon cannot actually be an amino acid, any
more than the word ball is a ball, and a codon certainly
cannot be another codon. A language must be a vessel to
contain all possible meanings. If there are no meanings,
then there is nothing to contain, and there is no language.
A dodecahedron cannot actually be a tetrahedron, but it
can rightly be seen to contain many of them.
There are expanding hierarchies of symbols and
symbolic relationships as genetic entropy is passed
through the various forms and dimensions. The process
begins by considering single nucleotides in translation
from DNA to mRNA. It expands to nucleotide triplets in
translating mRNA to tRNA molecules. Three nucleotides
are not a bigger, but a different version of one nucleotide.
Two triplets combine in creating peptide bonds, because
each peptide bond is at a minimum the direct computation
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of six nucleotides, not three. Perhaps at the peptide level,
larger collections of triplets contain spatial messages to
guide the peptide through its important journey into
folding. From this level, entire gene strings represented by
whole protein populations are probably the salient blocks
of genetic information. Perhaps there is symmetry in this
elaborate dance as well. Regardless, this far downstream
in translation it is clear that organic computations of
genetic information are complex functions executed by
large blocks in multiple dimensions.
Molecular computations at the cellular level are
made between networks of cells. Likewise, the organism
level produces networks of organisms exchanging
information
in
various
ways,
including
sexual
reproduction. Species are actually networks of species, and
therefore all evolution is co-evolution. These super-high
levels of organic computation are still acting on genetic
information.
It is reasonable to expect that genetic
messages will be densely encrypted and compressed at
lower levels, and it would be illogical to hold that
translation of this information can in any way be simple or
linear.
Because the information in a nucleotide sequence
gets iterated many times through many levels of
translation, it will require a recursive process to decode it.
Genetic information is context-dependent, much like a tile
in a mosaic is dependent on all of the other tiles in the
mosaic. The information in a nucleotide sequence is
fractilized in multiple dimensions, but all of the
information must fit together at the highest level. Just as
the golden ratio is indispensable in sorting out the
relationships between fractilized triangles, it can be
instrumental in decoding the relationships between
symbols in the genetic language.
The general trend in the arrow of genetic
translation seems to be toward decompression rather than
compression of information. It is a recursive process where
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information in nucleotide strings gets translated,
recombined, and then translated again at a higher level.
An encryption key to all of this translation must somehow
be shared from level to level, and the vessel that carries it
must be consistent between forms, with an ability to
persist through time. Plato’s five regular solids provide
remarkably convenient vehicles for this informative
journey.
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Seven

Explore

Erwin Schrödinger was an Austrian physicist who shared
a 1933 Nobel Prize for new formulations of the atomic
theory. Around 1940 he famously asked the question:
What is Life? He then made several useful observations,
including the observation that life is an aperiodic crystal.
A fabulous place to start.
Most crystals are periodic, which means that their
structure repeats very regularly. Table salt, for instance,
has a cubic repeating structure. These are low-information
structures, not just because of the low diversity of atoms,
but also because these atoms make a limited number of
spatial choices, so each choice occurs with high probability.
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Conversely, an aperiodic crystal must have a structure
that rarely if ever repeats, and therefore it potentially has
an enormous number of choices.
Crystals have the
additional benefit that their forms persist through time,
because they assume favorable low energy states.
Schrödinger made the observation that this is a
prerequisite of heredity.
Liquid and gaseous atomic
structures do not persist, but constantly change. Without
the benefit of knowing the structure of DNA’s double helix,
Schrödinger concluded that the substance of heredity genetic information - must assume a crystal structure of
some type, but he also realized that boring periodic
crystals couldn’t carry interesting genetic information.
If life truly is an aperiodic crystal of some sort, then
we must discover the method with which it could make
specific choices from such a large number of possibilities.
In contrast to salt, the structure of glass is random. Glass
has no shape upon which its atoms assemble. Technically,
it’s not a crystal at all, but an extremely thick liquid.
Therefore, atoms within a glass structure have an infinite
number of fungible choices, but there is no obvious
mechanism within glass to make specific choices. It seems
then that glass is worse than salt as a structural model of
how organic crystals might reproduce and grow.
Replicating a glass structure with any precision is out of
the question, and consistent translation of any portion of
the structure, like that which occurs in protein synthesis,
seems difficult to imagine as well. Most glass is virtually
the same only because there is simply no logic inherent in
its structure.
Salt and glass aren’t as different as they first
appear. They are both fairly boring, merely two extremes
on the opposite poles of crystal simplicity.
Salt is
constructed on the monotony of a cube, and glass is
constructed in the consistent absence of any persistent
structure at all. On a structural level, life seems to call for
something between the simple repetition of salt and the
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simple lack of repetition of glass. This is known as
complexity. Life, we can all agree, is by far the most
complex crystal type known, and we should expect
something novel in its geometric rules of formation.
The persistent dodecahedral crystal, DNA, relies on
the changing tetrahedral workspace, water, to help it
string amino acid beads according to a platonic cosmic
blueprint. It is the persistence through time of a crystal
structure that underlies the tenets of heredity, but the
dynamics of a fluid that drive organic change. The
plasticity of protein structure is like a glass, forming a
netherworld bridge between the two. A code is definitely
required to bridge this informative gap between the crystal
permanence and dynamic fluidity of life.
I happen to deeply appreciate Schrödinger’s insight
of life as an aperiodic crystal, but I would add a caveat:
The feature of life that is least periodic must be specifically
identified.
Conventional wisdom holds that the
aperiodicity of life is contained in the near randomness of
nucleotide sequences.
I disagree with this as the
appropriate context for ‘a living aperiodic crystal.’ The
crystalline structure of DNA is in fact brutally periodic,
that’s one of its many charms. Sequences might appear
random at reference scales of small blocks, but smaller
sequences are partially repeated on larger scales, and
entire genomic sequences are completely repeated from one
cell to another. Humans, for instance, have many more
cells in their bodies than nucleotides in their genome. It is
more appropriate to conclude that the genomic sequence of
nucleotides is in fact periodic within an organism.
Genomes are also known to be remarkably similar within a
species, and only marginally different between species.
Additionally, mRNA transcripts and folded proteins define
large, periodic sub-sequences and structural populations
within cells. The polymeric crystalline structures of large
organic molecules are therefore, against all odds,
breathtakingly periodic. The envy of salt. Cell functions,
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metabolic pathways, structural morphology, and even
complex behavioral patterns are periodic as well.
It is only within larger dimensions of organic
computational systems that complex adaptive behavior
emerges. The smaller dimensions obey the same sorts of
rules as their inorganic crystal brethren, but organic
crystal-forming algorithms must generate dynamic output.
There must be a non-linear set of crystal rules for larger
dimensions of genetic information. However, a perfectly
linear protein translation does not have the capacity for
this type of behavior, and none of the five regular solids
alone could carry this sort of logic either. Conversely, I
believe that the genetic encoding scheme utilizes the
coincident symmetry of all five regular solids to function in
a non-linear crystalline fashion. This collection of talented
shapes can form psuedo-periodic structures, which
typically turn on five-fold symmetry. The computational
interaction of these symmetries is deterministic but
chaotic. It is difficult to predict the Hamiltonian circuit
that Mother Nature might choose for any given sequence.
Changing a single nucleotide can ripple through various
levels of information. Therefore, the least periodic things
about nucleotide sequences appear to be their results of
translation. Life, like nature, must be full of surprises.
It is presumptuous, admittedly, but we can modify
Schrödinger’s answer a smidge and say that life is a
complex dynamic crystal with aperiodic features (a bit less
catchy, but a tad more descriptive). If we suspect this is
true, then we can search for the crystal algorithm of life.
Into what loop do we place the master loop of translation?
Crystals have spatial maps to guide their formation, and
maps are algorithms. There are two primary problems
with this task. First, we are contemplating an aperiodic
crystal, which implies an endlessly non-repeating map.
This must be one fantastic map with infinite entropy.
Second, the algorithm must be recursive; it must somehow
get itself started, and it then must reference itself. These
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are two really big problems. I mean it; they are really big
problems.
More abstraction is required. Darwin describes how
life on earth can be seen as a type of sorting algorithm
defined by natural selection. Daniel Dennett provides in
his book, Darwin’s Dangerous Idea, a metaphor called the
library of Mendel. In a nutshell, the library of Mendel is
an information metaphor as a place to store books that
represent all potential life forms. The information in the
books is written with a single fictitious set of genetic
symbols given specific constraints.
It is useful to determine a metric by which the
information in these books can be interpreted, valued and
sorted. What information is it in life that is being sorted?
In the library of Mendel books can be sorted. Each one is
identical on virtually every physical parameter, give-ortake some ink. Therefore, information contained in each
book is the only basis for sorting. But what are the books
‘about’ and can they ‘mean’ anything?
According to
Dennett they are about every possible thing, every
conceivable combination of ideas, events, symbolic patterns
in every conceivable language that can fit into the
parameters of a single book. Of course the meaning of
every book is entirely dependent on the context of a reader.
Therefore, there are vastly more books than places to put
them and ways to sort and interpret them. Some will have
meaning in a particular context, and others will not. I
believe, however, that every book in the library of Mendel
has the exact same cover:

How a book makes a book
by The Genetic Code
Dennett uses the library metaphor to make several
excellent points; such as the point that most of the books
are total garbage (aren’t they though). An excruciating few
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are pure gold, however, and they have perfect meaning for
some context or another. Except for a random sorting
mechanism, it is likely that the books in the space around
any particular book will have remarkably similar
meanings. The metaphor also brings to light the fantastic
logistical problems presented by the library. The space
and material requirements are unimaginable because the
number of possibilities is unimaginably large. The process
by which the library came into being cannot even be
addressed in the metaphor. In the library of Mendel the
books themselves use matter to fill space. Parts make
wholes, and wholes make parts. It is a mind-bending
circularity; it is recursion.

M.C. Escher
Two Hands
The real subject of every book concerns the
‘strategy’ that a particular collection of matter uses to fill a
portion of space during a period of time. The system used
to ‘publish’ these books must be a space filling system. The
symbols used must comprise in some context a space filling
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language. However else the books can be evaluated or
sorted, they must at least be sorted on a matter
consuming, space filling metric. Despite the daunting
complexity of the results, the method of filling space must
also be a recursive algorithm.
If we hope to formalize this with a mathematical
representation, or function, we must symbolize some fairly
complex concepts with brutally compact notation, and I
warn you that this is never pretty. The total pattern of
organic matter through time can be symbolized as LIFE.
We will call a function SORT that returns the total
pattern, and we will say that it operates on something that
we have yet to clearly define, call it “x”, giving us the
following symbolic formula.

SORT(x) = LIFE
The SORT function is a recursive algorithm,
described by Darwin, and operating in some way on the
library of Mendel. In this simplistic way, Darwin supplied
us with the first important line of code. But what is the
Library of Mendel - what is x? I submit that x is itself a
recursive algorithm that functions to fill space. The
substrate is space and the operation is FILL, so we can reconceptualize the formula as follows:

SORT( FILL(Space) ) = LIFE
A true, hardcore abstractionist would take it one
step further and substitute variables to create an infinite
recursion that could make any fractal blush.

SORT( FILL(Universe) ) = Universe
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A logician might call this a tricked-out lambda
conversion. I view it as the most logical starting point for
any analysis of the genetic code, because at the absolute
atomic level of the universe this is all there is. This is the
most general universal abstraction that I can conceive of to
provide a framework for relating specific observations of
nature.
Also, this function has some bootstrapping
potential, and it clearly is recursive. From this perspective
we can begin to grasp the burden of any scientist. She
must first carve an idealized section from this fractal, but
no section can divorce itself from the bias of the whole.
Scientific answers never exist in a vacuum; they must be
interwoven in a complex nesting of answers.
Even
Einstein required an absolute vacuum, which can nowhere
be found or created. All space in the universe is filled with
something, if only gravity.
Through this primitive function the universe
creates an interwoven network of patterns. There are no
tidy patterns with clean gaps and then more patterns;
there are only continuous interlocking complex patterns
emerging from nested patterns of time and space. The
nested patterns generated by life, wherever they exist, are
interwoven in the larger patterns of the universe. They
are the gilding of baroque, ancient clocks. They are the
embroidered details at the frilly edges of an enormous
universal fractal. A scientist must struggle to isolate any
portion of this complexity, and if he should succeed, his
results must teeter on the razor edge of oversimplification.
Seen in this way, science is the art of simplifying
complexity.
The function under study here is universal,
recursive and calls for a synthesis of biology and physics, a
system where Darwin iterates Newton in an informative
quantum universe. The details, one might imagine, are
slightly more complicated. We are merely interested here
in the logic that spills from attacks at questions of life from
this much larger scale. The universe is complex, and so is
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life. We can begin to imagine how the ontogeny and
complexity of one is merely the reflection of the other. The
universe presumably started as relatively undifferentiated
space, and now contains endlessly expanding and
informative complexity. So too does life. We therefore
cannot shy away from the non-linear strangeness inherent
in complexity if we hope to map and understand its
patterns.
The universe is a big place with a lot of stuff and
nothing but time on its hands. In the words of Steven
Wright: “You can’t have everything - where would you put
it?” That’s a tough question, because the stuff now isn’t
where it was a minute ago, and it will be somewhere else a
moment from now. How does it know where to go? This is
the question on everyone’s mind in one form or another.
The trick is to know the patterns of the past so you can
predict the patterns of the future. The only hope in
predicting the movement of stuff is to recognize the
patterns that nature coyly reveals to us.
Regardless of the process, the result is that stuff
goes places. A good way to keep track of it, or predict its
behavior is to make understandable rules based on the
patterns we are actually able to observe. The rules serve
as instructions for predicting where stuff is and where it’s
going. Some of these rules are common sense, intuitive, a
priori rules, such as stuff falls down, never up. Some rules
can be packed into a table, i.e. a periodic table. Others are
obscure, counter-intuitive and sometimes downright nutty
(take a look at quantum mechanics). But the rules
generally serve a purpose otherwise we discard them. This
is loosely what we call science. Crystals, periodic or
otherwise, like scientists, need rules. There are so many
choices for molecules that they need rules to make the
choices, as well as rules for making the rules.
A good starting point in any search is to ask what
things are available to create patterns in the first place.
There are surprisingly precious few things available in the
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universe to create action in the form of patterns. There are
forces, which generally fall into two categories, those that
attract and those that repel, push or pull, positive and
negative. These forces conspire to form shapes, and most
forces cooperate to form shapes that display symmetry.
Forces like to balance, so we should let them. Complex
balancing forces will have a hard time arranging into a
line, as far as I can surmise. They will in all cases prefer a
shape. Real lines are tough to come by in nature. Our
numbers and the mathematics forced upon them, however,
bias our observations toward a line – a number line.
Numerical lines are typically the first things we expect to
find, and when things appear linear, we have a better time
tracking them. Is it any wonder then that we occasionally
find lines surreptitiously in nature? Many times the act of
finding a line blinds us to the nature and origin of the
apparent linearity. We are just so tickled with possession
of the line.
A line of computer code can be non-linear. This line
of text contains a thought that is non-linear. Lines of
music are code of non-linear sound. Three different
symbolic strings, all tied superficially to lines by
conventions of temporal and symbolic sequence, but none
of them linear with respect to the information they carry.
Different browsers interpret HTML code differently, so the
output is non-linear. I have no way of predicting how any
line of text that I write will affect the mind of a reader, so
the result cannot be linear. I heard a version of Scott
Joplin’s Ragtime on the radio today. It was arranged for
four cellos. I have heard it many times, but only on the
piano, and I certainly wasn’t expecting four cellos. Was
Joplin? Similarly, pop music that is ‘sampled’ in other pop
music is a demonstration of musical ideas that expand
beyond the composer’s intent, and therefore the results of
the composer’s efforts are iterated and cannot be linear.
Languages are mere vehicles, but they more aptly
can be seen as systems of accounting. A language must not
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only carry information, it must account for it, and by doing
these two things it can begin to expand information across
time and space. Human accountants all use the same ten
digits to account financially, because that set of digits
provides an efficient way to get the digit values to
reconcile. Perhaps this is why life shows a near universal
preference for its sets of molecules – they are excellent,
rational sets. Perhaps a harmonic coding sphere is handy
because it efficiently accounts for molecular choices, a
crystal abacus of sorts. This is not the same as saying that
all life uses the same values and speaks the exact same
language. Organisms can choose their own language, the
one that meets their needs, but the relationships between
regular solids are universal. Perhaps there are sets of
molecules, and relationships between sets of molecules
that are superior in accounting for these symmetries. We
might expect life to cleverly choose these sets of molecules,
and organisms would build their codes around them. The
first, most important criterion of choice would naturally be
shape.
Consider Johann Sebastian Bach as he sits to
compose music. He harbors in his brain the notion of a
sound, better still a collection of sounds. Bach puts ink to
paper, left-to-right, top-to-bottom, page after inspired page,
and through time countless thousands of orchestras have
assembled to produce Bach’s notion of music. The paper
and ink that carry these acoustic notions have changed
many times, but the notion remains true. The sound
produced is certainly not of a single kazoo, but of a
symphony of instruments. This is only possible because
the language Bach employed was capable of accounting for
and carrying the musical information contained in his
original notion. The epigenesis of Bach’s notion continues
to be realized in the minds of his listeners long after its
ancestral passing.
In nature, the dance of the bumblebee is conducted
by the color of flowers. Ants pull their olfactory marching
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orders from air. Whales romantically sing directions to
rendezvous across liquid oceans.
The messages are
embedded in their medium, but a diversity of languages
account
for
a
diversity
of
vital
information.
Communication is achieved. An absurd duck molecule gets
the notion to fly south for the winter. Perhaps the duck
heard something from his past that led to this particular
choice from many possible choices. A single kazoo is an
unlikely source of that sound, but a genetic symphony
might actually move a bulky earthbound molecule to flight.
Now consider a flock of duck molecules moving
southward overhead. We can contemplate the complexity
of each molecule, or the complexity of the line formed by
the entire flock. Certainly the rules, or code underlying
any formation of this line are far less complex than our
contemplation of them. Nonetheless, flocks of molecules,
be they ducks, neurons, tRNA, or proteins, must have rules
to direct their formations.
Just as the universe is relentlessly elaborating on
the input from the big bang, life methodically expands the
entropy of a single cell into a complex organism. Perhaps
the universe takes the shortest path for this computation,
and perhaps it doesn’t. In this sense, ontogeny really
might recapitulate phylogeny. The arrows point in the
same direction, and life defiantly emerges from the
complexity of the universe. The arrows in the algorithms
of genetic translation point toward more information, on
larger scales, in greater numbers, all of which adds up to
enormous increases in complexity.
Philosophically, we need not expect to find erratic
zig-zags in the vectors of entropy and complexity during
this ontogeny. The paradigm of a single logistical code
compressing genetic information for all life in only one
dimension is now untenable. The empiric evidence is
overwhelming, and the clues are everywhere that the
genetic code is not as we were first told to believe. It is not
simple, linear and one-dimensional.
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dimensional, non-linear and complex. It is a robust, clever
code. Our analysis of organic computation and genetic
information going forward requires something far more
elegant and complex. Life has written a symphony for us
to enjoy and investigate, and as is frequently the case, the
value of our investigation lies not in the answers it gives,
but in the questions it asks.
More progress on questions of genetic information
has been made in the past century than during all of the
previous centuries combined. With the help of a few
linguistic mulligans, it will surely advance much further.
Critical initial steps have been taken toward breaking the
genetic code, but the code remains unbroken. Happily so.
There remains plenty of code-breaking work still to be
done. Perhaps we can revisit the time of Schrödinger,
Shannon and Gamow to ask our questions of life anew.
MWMD
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